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DISAPPOINTED:
Men's basketball team
encounters their first
conference loss of 2005;
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dependent student press

Students, citizens gather to
remember Doctor King
_

.

Speakers use time to
remind audience of
King's dreams.
By Bob Moser
CUT NEWS EDITOR

A call lo earn cm the work —
and the dream
ol Dr. Martin
Luther King )r, was made bj local
speakers tins weekend during
Bowling Green's I6tfi animal tribute to the slain civil i Ights leader.
Friday's program featured
speakei lames i. lackson, rnulticultiii.il advisor and coordinator ni Diversity Education and
Programs at the University, who
posed a question to those in
attendance: "Do we still dare to
dream?"
Through this question lackson
hoped to challenge a general
complacency thai he teds has
set into society, asking the three
dozen people In attendance to
pick up the ball of racial justice

>,..»•;,.. 1 and
-m.l .-iM!
that.- i-:
King once carried
run
with it.
"As we net further and further
awaj Irom his life and death, I
think at limes those stories, those
accomplishments get smaller
and smaller In the rear-view mirror.-' lackson said. "It's only when
we can really pay attention to
and focus on what this man actual!) did — in basically a span of a
decade — can we really understand why it's important for us to
have programs like this."
During his speech, lackson
referenced his own experiences
learning about King during his
youth in Philadelphia, l'a. There,
children in his elementary school
learned of King once a year
through posters and handouts.
They were taught that King was
a good man who did good things
lor black people, until he was
shoi on a balcony, lackson said.
So lackson's generation, and
most likely those that followed,
were robbed by their parents,

tivicKnrc
florin; nrvi
teacher's clergy
and itwlitiiliciim
institutions

of a true and earnest understanding of why King was so important
to America, he said.
"Few people have taken the
time to make Dr. King relevant
to a technologically sound, fastpaced, me-first world that exists
today," lackson said. "I shudder to think how Dr. King's life
and legacy is being presented In
schools all around this state and
in this country."
There is hope, lackson assured,
but the solution is not an easy
one.
King's life and legacy can be
preserved if people will adopt the
mindset with which lackson categorizes King's actions: That of
right and risk, he said.
How many of us have acted
—or not acted — out of the fear of
risk?" lackson said. "How many
of us have not stood up for what
was right because we stood to

Brian McRoOerts BGNem
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REMEMBERING i James T. Jackson delivers a speech in remembrance of
civil rights movement leader Martin Luther King Jr. Friday morning.
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City officials sued over enforcement of zonmg laws
By Carrie Whitaker
EDITOR l'.

Bentwood
Estates,
Ltd.
and Burrwood, LLC filed a
lawsuit against several city
officials Including Mayor lohn
Quinn on Friday concerning the
tactics used to enforce the zoning
ordinance,
Robert Maurer, lawyer and
owner of Greenbriar, inc.. will
represent the plaintiffs. Maurer
believes the dty impeded on student's rights by checking mailboxes tn find tenants who broke the
zoning ordinance, which allows
no more than three unrelated
people to live in one residence.
Zoning Officer, Robert Sheerer,
as well as Matthew Reger,
prosecuting attorney for the
city, and Rick Ketzenbarger, the
director of Planning and Zoning.
ere the other officials named in the
lawsuit.

_
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i warrants
,.....,,....
ml,..,.,,,.
search
for over 40
homes
The suii.. - was tiled,
accordin the Bentwood and Burrwood
ing to Maurer, after the Toledo
Blade printed a story of Mayor subdivision. Several residents
were found in violaQuinn's goals for
"Sooner or tion of the laws for Rl
2005 — including full
and R2 /.ones.
enforcement of the
later... this
"I have never heard
/oning ordinance,
ordinance of anyone using a
which includes hirwarrant to
ing a full-time zoning
needs to be search
enforce over-occuInspector.
changed." pency," Maurer said.
Maurer said up
"This has only been
until the article was
enforced,
to my
published, he had
ROBERT MAURER,
knowledge, in Ward 1
hoped the city would
LAWYER, OWNER OF
and\\'ard2. It is highly
wink with local landGREENBRIAR
directed at the college
lords to find a new
student population."
solution for zoning,
Ward I and 2 make
but now does not
up the University and the nearbelieve it will happen.
"I thought, after I saw that est blocks across Wooster, includarticle on the 13th, Uiere wasn't ing South College Drive, Troupe
much hope in working anymore,' Street and Mercer Road.
The suit filed includes three
Maurer said.
According to the plaintiffs, causes of action holding the city
t it\ Zoning Officer Shetzer went officials responsible for infringing on the rights of the plainthrough mailboxes and attained

tiflc
anH tnnantt
tiffs and
tenants in
In ihp
die suhHivisubdivi-

sion — causing many to refuse
leasing from Bentwood Estates
and Burrwood.
"Plaintiffs' tenants were illegally
subjected to the invasion nl thcii
homes and loss of their right of
privacy: loss of their peaceful,
quiet possession of their home,"
the filed lawsuit reads. "As a result
of the defendants'illegal activities,
the plaintiffs have suffered and
shall suffer future severe business
interruption, loss of business
income and inability to lease its
houses"
To date, Bentwood and
Burrwood have four of their 46
homes rented for next year.
"Sooner or later, not for (landlords!, but for the students, tliis
ordinance needs to be changed,"
Maurer said. "Right now, it is like
they are killing ants with sledgehammers — surely there should
be some rhyme or reason."

DETAILS OF LAWSUIT
FILED AGAINST CITY

nCTAII C flC I AtAjQI

WHO'S SUING? Bentwood. Inc.
and Burrwood. LLC who tent
homes in the subdivision on
South Mercer Road, represented
by Robert Maurer
WHO'S BEING SUED?
Mayor John Quinn
City Prosecutor Matthew Reger
Director of Planning and Zoning
Rick Ketzenbarger
Zoning Officer Robert Shetzer
OVER WHAT? The plaintiffs.
Bentwood and Burrwood. feel
the city officials broke the law,
charging that the defendants
allowed illegal mailbox searches and issued unnecessary
search warrants in accordance
to the zoning laws in the city of
Bowling Green.

Kerry present at
annual breakfast
By Ken Maguire
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAYtANDERS AP Photo

EXPERIMENTING: A Cincinnati police officer inspects the damage after a small experimental airplane
crash-landed on a four-lane commercial road yesterday, January 17,2005, right after the lunch rush, but hit
nothing but a telephone pole in Cincinnati. The pilot and his teenage daughter walked away unhurt and in
good spirits, police said.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

BOSTON — Sen. John Kerry
invoked Martin luther King
Jr.'s legacy yesterday as he
criticized President Bush
and decried reports of voter
disenfranchisement.
The
Massachusetts
Democrat, spoke at Boston's
annual MLK Breakfast. He reiterated that he decided not to
challenge the election results,
but "thousands of people were
suppressed in the effort to vote."
"Voting machines were
distributed in uneven ways. In
Democratic districts, it took
people four, five, 11 hours to
vote, while Republicans (went)
through in 10 minutes — same
voting machines, same process,
our America," he said.
The Ohio Supreme Court
last week dismissed a lawsuit
that cited Election Day problems including long lines, and
a shortage of voting machines

in predominandy minority
neighborhoods
Kerry also compared the
democracy-building efforts in
Iraq with voting in the United
States, saying that Americans
had their names purged from
voting lists and were kept from
casting ballots.
" In a nation which is willing to
spend several hundred million
dollars in Iraq to bring them
democracy, we cannot tolerate that here in America too
many people were denied dial
democracy," Kerry said.
Republican Gov. Mitt Romney
cautioned that there are also
GOP concerns about voter
fraud on the Democratic side.
"I think it's helpful if elected
officials and leaders look at both
sides of the issues and that we
take action to make sure that
citizens qualified to vote do
vote, and that people do not
defraud the system," Romney
said after the breakfast.
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New food,
new look
By Patrick Maynard
DESIGN EDITOR

When I larshmanQuadrangle's
new dining center opens
today, older residents may
have to do double takes.
The room will not be what
they remember.
"All the lighting is going to
be brighter," said Brad Ike,
the food service coordinator
primarily responsible for the
reopening. "Hie chandeliers
come down. There's tropical
music."
A far cry from the dusky
hole previously known as The
Galley.
That restaurant, which
previously occupied the
Harshman basement space,
closed in early 2004 because
of University i lining Services'
budget needs. The new shop,
opening in the same span
will be called Destinations
and will feature a travel theme.
UDS Assistant Operations
Dircctoi David Males says the
previous decoration scheme
had an effect on choices for
the future.
"Part of the problem with
the old Galley was that we
didn't have a lot of money for
redecorations. Malley said.
"it was decorated as a boat,
you sir. We thought we'd play
down the boat and play up
die pott"
Along with redecorating.

the restaurant will feature

tare dial's hcallliici than (he

GaBeys fried food

' We re
going to run
smoothies," said Maley." I Ins
is similar to freshens in the
Union but it doesn't have ice
cream, the residents wanted
something that would be
somewhat healthy."
Harshman students were
pleased with the menu
switch.
"1 think it's a good option
to have considering that we
already have Shadows across
the way." said Daniel Mulhall.
a Bromfield resident. "A couple of times a week we go over

there"
Jennifer Pitts of Anderson
Hall, agrees. "1 think it's something different," Pitts said.
"It gives people a different
choice."
The shop will also feature
convenience store items.
hotdog-building, and a baked
potato bar, which will be
included in the travel theme
according to I ke.
A vendor actually suggested
using a storyline, which we
liked." Ike said. "We've come
up with a plot involving a
Dying ship, carrying the Spud
family around the worid.
"The Father builds this ship
and they travel the world to
DESTINATIONS. PAGE 6
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BRIEFING
Ian Michael Labie, 21, of
Malinta, Ohio, sustained a
knife injury to his lower abdomen early Saturday morning
Michael Shannon, 22, was
charged in the assault and
was held in Wood County
jail in lieu of a S50.000 bond.
Shannon, who fied the scene,
was later found and arrested.
Labie, who was stabbed on
the comer of Manville Avenue
and Second Street, was treated
at St. Vincent Mercy Medical
Center in Toledo, Ohio. He
remains in good condition.
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DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF AN
ORGANIZATION THAT...
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DO YOU VALUE...

♦ Brotherhood/Sisterhood

Performed over 12,300 hours of community service last
semester

♦ Service

Raised over $77,000 for various charities last semester

♦ Scholarship
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♦ Leadership
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Has 64% of its membership involved in other student
organizations
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Learn More About Greek Life At The Following Events...
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Tuesday, January 18*8- 10pm
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Union Ballroom
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All 42 Chapters will be represented!
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Wednesday, Jan. 19 & Thursday, Jan. 20 • 5:30- 8pm
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Macdonald, Offenhauer & Kreischer
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HELLENIC OPEN HOU<
Wednesday, January 19 & Thursday, January 20
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TERFRATERNITY COUN
OPEN HOUSES
Monday, January 24- Wednesday, January 26 • 6 - 9pm
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Wednesday, February 16 • 7- 9pm
Multipurpose Room, Union
Meet the members ofBGSU's NPHC and GIB Communities which include the
Divine Nine, Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority, Inc., Sigma Lambda Beta International
Fraternity, Inc., and Delta Chi Phi Multicultural Sorority.
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Office of Residence Life

For more information, check out www.GreekBGSU.com
or talk to any member of the Greek Community
Be on the lookout for other great events sponsored by the Greek Community like philanthropies,
late night events, community service opportunities, Black Graduation Banquet, Greek Week,
the Spring Step Show, DJ Competition, and the 1st Annual Basketball Tournament!
r^A.

_, "David Lettermann" John Wayne* Warren BeattyBWoody HarrelsonBBob BarkerBHarrlson FordBBoyd TinselyBDr. SuessBJohn Goodman-Orel HershiserBMary Peterson
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FILM FESTIVAL SET FOR FEBRUARY
The first iMovie@BG Freshman Experience Film
Festival is coming in February. Teams can consist of
four to five first year students who will create three to
five minute video productions on freshman life. The
deadline to sign up is Ian. 21. Contact Meg Peters at
372-4892 to sign up or need more information.

CAMPUS

Inauguration speeches give hope
By Steven Thomma
KNIGHT BIDDER NEWSPAPERS

WASHINGTON - Sonic have
been inspiring and many have
been as dull as dishwater. A
few have been short; one was
long enough to kill the featured
guest. They've included the
revered and the reviled Many
have touched the soul with
poetry; one included an assassin in the audience, stalking
his prey.
They're the Inaugurations
of the American president, a
quadrennial rite that's changed
dramatically since the first in
1789 while maintaining the
core meaning that gives it a
singular symbolic place in
America's ci\ ic culture.
"An election is a very divisive period. The Inauguration
is a period of reuniting, "Sen,He
historian Don Ritchie said.
"The idea is to pull the country together, hopefully with an
uplifting address. Hoth parties
are involved. All the branches ol

the government come together.
It may not last very long, but it
is a moment of unity.''
The centerpiece of all the
pomp and pageantry is the
oath of office, a 35-word vow
written into the Constitution
by the Founding Fathers. After
saying it in I7H9 at the first
inauguration,
George
Washington established several
precedents that have been followed through the centuries.
'SohelpmeGod/'Washinglon
said in his own addition to the
oath, and he kissed the Bible.
Most of his successors have

done the same.
I hr second most visible part
of the inaugural festivities is
the speech.
The Constitution doesn't
require a speech,
but
Washington set the precedent
for that as well. He gave his
oration to a joint session of
Congress in New York, then
the U.S. capital, and urged the
adoption nl a bill of rights as

well as a "divine blessing" on confidence.
the new country.
"Thisgreat nation willendure
At their best, inaugural as it has endured, will revive
addresses have stirred the and will prosper," Roosevelt
nation, often marking turning said. "So, first of all, let me
points in history.
assert my firm belief that the
Abraham Lincoln's second only thing we have to fear is
inaugural in 1865
fear itself."
is widely considIn lanuary 1961,
"A lot of
ered the best, an
lohn F. Kennedy
inaugural
eloquent plea for
used his address
mercy and unity
to raise the stakes
addresses
In a country about
in the Cold War
to emerge from don't meet the against the Soviet
civil war.
standards of Union, in words
"With malice
that in hindsight
the time."
Inward none, with
presaged the costs
charity for all.
of the Vietnam
War.
with firmness in
DON RITCHIE, HISTORIAN
the right, as Cod
"Let every nation
gives us to sec the
know, whether it
right, let us strive on to finish wishes us well or ill, that we
the uork we are in, to bind up shall pay any price, bear any
the nation's wounds," Lincoln burden, meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any
said on March 4. 1865.
Taking office amid the foe, in order to assure the surCreat Depression on March vival and the success of lib•I, 1933. Franklin I). Roosevelt erty," Kennedy said. Most have
used his address to summon been more forgettable.
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8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tsunami Relief I-undraising.
Sponsored by International

Programs
Union Lobby

Dance Marathon I undraisei
Delta Zeta will be selling photo frames and pearl
necklaces to raise rnonej tor
Dance Marathon.
Hi iii m Lobby

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
I after I lay Saints Student Assoc.
Info. Table
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

BAMNInfo. [able
Union Lobby
10a.m. - 2 p.m.

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Basketball Information fable,
Sponsored by the Athletic Dept
Union lobbv

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sigma Phi l-psilon Information
Table
Union lobby

Of TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME?

1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us

11 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Chinese New Year Celebration
Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
NBA
Live
Tournament,
Sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi
Union lx>bby
7 p.m.
Dinner Theatre ticket Sales
The Center for Multicultural
& Academic Initiatives 16th
Annual
Dinner
Theatre
Show. The 80s Pt. 2: A Night
to Remember! February 18th
and 19th, 2005 at 7:00 p.m. in
the Boucn-Thompson Student
Union Grand Ballroom.
Enjoy an evening of
entertainment
provided

"A lot of inaugural addresses
don't meet the standards of
time," Ritchie said. "They're
fairly dismal to read."
Inaugural speeches have varied in length as well as quality.
Washington's second, delivered In Philadelphia In 1793,
was the shortest, at 135 words.
William Henry Harrison, 68,
stood outside for two hours
during an ice storm when he
delivered the longest speech in
history, 8,445 words. Soon after,
he developed a cold that turned
into pneumonia and he died.
Some inaugurals have used
other speakers to inspire the
country. Kennedy called on
poet Robert Frost Rill Clinton
in 1993 invited Maya Angelou
to read a poem she wrote tot
the occasion.
Others have included signs
of darkness. On March 4, 1865,
lohn Wilkes Booth attended Lincoln's inauguration.
A Washington official later
said a man who tried to reach

by BGSU's finest students,
faculty and staff. Celebrating
artists such as Prince. Whitney
I louston, Luther Vandross, Sade
and many more! Friday's show is
S20, includes hors d'oeuvres and
theatre-style general seating.
Saturday's show is S25, includes
a dinner buffet, reserved
table seating and a cash bar
(semi-formall.
Advanced
reservations
are required.

Departments and organizations
may purchase tables via budget
transfer. Tickets are on sale now
in the Center for Multicultural
& Academic Initiatives room 424
Saddlemire Student Services
Bldg.For More information call
372-2642

424 Saddlemire Student Services
BUIg

Lincoln as he walked through
the Capitol rotunda en route to
his inaugural was Booth.
"My theory is that he meant
to rush up behind the president
and assassinate him," the official said. Booth can be seen in
the audience in photographs of
the inauguration.
A little more than a month
later. Booth assassinated
Lincoln at Lord's Theatre In
Washington.
In
1877,
Rep.
lames
Garfield feared that President
Rutherford B. Hayes might be
killed during his inauguration
parade from the Capitol to the
White I louse.
"There were many indications of relief and joy that no
accident had occurred on the
route for there were apprehensions of assassination.'
Garfield wrote in his diary that
day. Four years later. Garfield
himself was elected president,
and he was assassinated several months afterward.
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OPINION

"Cheerleaders all over America make
pyramids. It's not torture."
Guy Yvbmack.diicnse attorney tor USAmrj ReserveSpcOiarlesGraner,
the ringleader o( yhiiGhrailHlct.iiikv.ibusc.cliiringc^x'ning remarks at Graner's
trial i Iraner was found guilty of nine of 10 counts of abuse,

ST.UTI-DITOMAI.

Lawsuit sparks hope for change
On Friday, landlord and
lawyei Roben Mauret Bled a
lawsuit lor lii'iilwood Estates,
Ltd. and Burrwood, LLCinastep
we hope to set students and the
citizens of Bowling Green into
motion, motion that will result In
new zoning ordinace laws in the
city ol Bowling Green.
Maurer is sueing Mayor lolin
Quinn, along with Matthew
Reger, city prosecutor, Hick
Ketsenbarger,
director
of
Planning and Zoning as well as
Robert Shetzer, a zoning officer.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the zoning
ordinance is appropriate in
Bowling Green' Send an Email
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feeback on our Web site.

The plaintiffs claim thai city
officials have broken the law
by conducting illegal mailbox
searches, among other things,

I las it come to lawsuits? Or
better yet, must it come to
lawsuits?
Isn't
it time that we
simply changed the ordinance?
In our opinion, it is causing more
trouble than it's worth, and all the
while hurting students, the relationship between the University
and the town and prolentially the
communit) as a whole.
The zoning ordinace, which is
over 30 yean, old, says that any
home in an HI or R2 zone, singlefamily residencies, allow up to three

'America* exposes naked truth
JOHN
CALKINS
V WheCohannist
IheOn
Untversby ofSouth Florida
At last,controversy
though overdue —has
thrust itself upon 20Ol's
best book.
lucked inside'! he Daily
show with ion Stewart's
"America: A (litfzens (iuide to
IIcmtic racy Inaction.'' then1 arc
nine old, wrinkled, flabby,
unattractive and mostly fat
naked human bodies.
In turn, two southern
Mississippi counties cried
"Pornography!'' and banned the
book in local libraries, only to
unban it after intense criticism
and scrutiny, not to mention
that their knee-jerk, irrational
reaction garnered national
attention in the form of news
headlines.
As Stewart also pointed out —
and it's amazing
Mississippi
actually has a public library
system.
The image in question
presents the laces of the nine
Supreme Court justices
superimposed on naked — and
befitting — bodies. On the
opposite page, cutouts of the
justice's' robes are placed below
a caption that reads "restore
their dignity by matching each
justice with his or her
respective robe."
In all honesty, it is quite
disgusting. The people in
question are not 25 anymore,
after all. It's shocking. It's nasty

It's gruesome. But it isn't pom.
And to most people, it's funny.
But rather than a have a sense
of humor about it. officials In
Mississippi took offense and
promptly had the book removed
from lackson and George county
public libraries, with Robert
YVillits, director of the lacksonGeorge Regional library System,
saying, "We're not an adult

bookstore, Our entire collection
is open to the entire public. If
they had published tile book
without that one picture', that
one page, we'd have die book."
Now, all Willits and company
have done is multiply an already
feverish interest in the book (it's
been on the New York limes'

best-seller list for 15 weeks) and
motivated people who probably hadn't heard, seen or cared
about the book to pick it up just
to see what all the fuss land the
buffi is about.
Almost lour months alter
its release, "America" is finally
receiving the controversy it
deserves, if for the wrong reason.
\s Stewart himself said, there are

far more offensive things than
saggy, naked bodies in his book.
for example, Stewart and Ins
pals from the Daily Show rip
apart even facet oflhc American
governmental
system, the media and
Americans in general. It questions things like the Electoral
(College, the vice president's
authority and the media's unrelenting lust for frightening (he
American public. It hits home.
And that's why it's
controversial, because it speaks
the truth, it's just sad dial it took"
pasty nude flab for the book to
gain notoriety.

■'jtiST/

Even though Stewart anchors
what he calls the "fake news," he
is more trustworthy and relevant
dian the average screaming

psycho behind a news desk. It's
no wonder Stewart is considered
by most to be the voice of die
young generation. A recent poll
revealed that most college-aged
students get the majority of their
news from Stewart and another
study showed that the average Daily Show viewer is more
educated than the average "The
O'Reilly factor" widi Bill O'Reilly
watcher.
The study, conducted by
Dannagal Goldthvvaite Young
at the Annenberg Public Policy
(inter of die University of
Pennsylvania, concluded that
"Daily Show" viewers are 78
percent more likely than the
average adidt to have four or
mote years of college education.
while O'Reilly's audience is only
21 percent more likely to have
that much schooling."
I'm guessing the people who
decided to ban "America" hadn't
read it. They just saw the private
pans, gasped and put the locks
on it. They treated it like it was a
book on the theory of evolution.
I hey don't understand that just
because their minds are closed
dc lesn't mean every book has
to be.
Indeed, old naked people are
not pleasant. But neither are
the things that Stewart's book
criticizes.
They say one knows p >m
when one sees it. Stewart's hook
is not pom. If anything, it should
be required reading for every
American.

OUST DOKT
FoRGer TO
CRoPTHe
PiCTURe AT

Mr et-Bow.

unrelated people to live in a house.
Therefore, homes in Bowling
(ireen with four or five bedrooms
that are considered single-family
homes, must — by law — leave
the fourth and maybe even fifth
room empty.
Can someone explain the logic
here?
The homes in the subdivision
owned by Bentwood Estates
and Burrwood, LCC have been
searched And though all die charges were dropped when unwanted
attention was given to the subject,

this problem is far from over.
In October, DSC held a
meeting where
University
President Sidney Kibeau stood
up and verbally denounced the
ordinance. Afterward, the city
dropped the charges against the
students found in violation.
But students are now scared.
The problem is, we can't just
be scared — it is time to become
informed about this ordinance
and do something to gel it
changed.
The Wood (ounty Health

Department bases occupancy
mles on square feet. Hie state of
Ohio's Health Department bases
their rules on square feet. Why not
Bowling (ireen?
Why don't you ask Mike Zickar
and Sarah Tomashcfski in the
Waul 2 and Ward I City Council
seats?Co to the next city council
meeting or write them a letter.
Why should a family with six
children be allowed to live in
the same house foui unrelated
students cannot?
It's time to start asking

questions.

TV, Internet rob us
PEOPLE of time, living life
ON THE STREET
"How would you do if
you were on
'American Idol?"

A

NATALIE FREEL
FRESHMAN, APPAREL
MERCHANDISING

"Hiejudges would
definitely make fun
of me."

CHRISTIE R0BBEN
FRESHMAN, EARLY
CHILDHOOD ED.

"/ would never even
make il to the
first round."

±

ANDREW STEVENSON
SOPHOMORE,
MARKETING
"I would make
William Hung look
good."

AMANDA MAUCHER
SOPHOMORE, EARLY
CHILDHOOD ED.

"I'm the next
Paula Abdul."

Christmas break was coming to a close when I realAMANDA
ized, I had been robbed!
H000PER
The thief snuck Into my home
Opinion Columnist
over Christ mas break. In fact, I
have reason to believe he snuck
into many homes, perhaps
then "futuristic'' novel
even yours. I le is sneaking into
"I'alnenheit -1 —> 1 about the danhomes and stealing our most
gers ol a sociclv so apathetic that
precious assets. 1 hethied is telethey have allc ivv cd be >c iks to lx'
vision and the loot is out time.
outlawed and their lives revolve
While ice and snow and sleet
around cheap entertainment,
Unvaried many of my break
including lelevisiiin. tlneihaiac
plans, I was stuck In my home
let says,* rhe televisor is real It
with a whole lot of time and
is immediate, il has dimension.
nothing to do. Ilmmni... what
li tells you what to think anil
to do? Before 1 could even start
blasts it iii. It must he right It
mulling some creative ideas
seems sn light. Il rushes v oil on
in my mind the little black box
so quickly to its own conclusions
Ix'ckonedto me
your mind to protest
from the cornet ol
the family room. It's "How will you what nonsense'!"
What did people
so easy, lust flop
ever discover invest
their lime in
down, Hip a switch
your gifts
before they left it
and the world is
yours!
and passions to be stolen by TV?
Along with main
Only trouble
if you never other pursuits. Ihey
is, that world isn't
gol lo know each
reality. We are all
leave the
other. I hev built real
drawn to adventure
COUcIl':'"
friendships... and
and mystery, but
l-acr-hook doesn't
we will never find il
count!
from die couch in
fhe Facebook phenomenon
our living room. The people on
of online friendship and
TV are exciting and intriguing
Connection is developing into
because Ihey are living life, not
just another lazy excuse to
staring at a little black box. I\ is
disengage from liie. I as) semes
easv, it doesn't lake effort or risk
ICT .is students in class tried to
or imagination. The most
show and explain Racebookto
arduous task it requires is
ourprofessor, she asked
locating that remote.
incredulously how often i>coplc
lust mink—what if the next
used the website. One girl
time you had a little time on
responded, "Oh, I check even
your hands the television wasn't
day to see if I have new friends!"
there? You may sit there for a few
U haii"! We desire friends and
minutes in desperation trying to
belonging, but a number on
think of another "worthy'' useol
a wchpagc hardly creates this.
your lime, but I guarantee that
I hese people reallvaie
boredom would drive your mind
"faceless,"oral least soul less
to a whole new array cil
I low can you know them?
possibilities.
Hogging, I riendstei. AIM. live
It is more useful to even sleep
journals—how about we face
then to watch 'IV — you even
realm incigo ticelof iccbum more calories! Your body
Ahstractiy. the consequences
metabolism is 14.5 percent lowei
ot a generation raised on
when watching IV than while
niev ision and technology is a
lying in bed.The
generation of weak-minded
Inactivity ofTV that ruins the
Individuals. Weak minds and
energy in your Ixxiy does the
weak hearts breed apathy and
same tiling to your mind. I he
boredom. Boredom breeds
stupor your mind enters is like a
depression, despair, even vioreality escaping drug.
Many people use television to
lence.u id destruction. More personally, with the bat set so low,
escape the reality they are not
each of us as individuals have an
satisfied with, and paradoxically,
opportunity to rise above those
they are most likely not happy
around us dragged down by the
because they haven't taken the
lute of incessant television.
time to realize what they want
Maybe it is too much to ask
and they lack the imagination
that we kick the thief of
and energy to actualize their
television out of our homes
dreams. How will you ever
entirely. But. stealing back extra
discover your gifts and your
hours to pursue building our
passion!, if you never leave the
couch? I low do you even know
minds, our relationships and our
passions can set us apan from
if the thoughts inside your head
are your own?
the rest of our generation.
A mere 50 years ago Ray
E-mail comments n> Amanda
Bradbury wrote in his
tUahooptt9bgteLbgsu.edu.
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Tanning to meet beauty norms
ELAINE
SANTORE
U-VfinCotumnia
The Daily Nebmshin
IMmkyofNttmska
Upon transferring to the
University of NebraskaLincoln laslyt-ai. 1
discovered I classified as yet
another minority on campus:
A non-tanner.
It was bad enough 1 was one
of the only people on the class
roster with a vowel at the end of
mj last Maine.
Looking at the sea of blond
hair and bronzed skin, Mold
one of my friends, "Everybody
here is so tan."
He replied, "fanning beds."
I felt like an alien with
my dark hair and olive skin.
However, mj Friends saw things
differently I wasconstandj
complimented on my "tan." My
trademark "You're killing yotll self!" speech on the dangers of
tanning "ere usually countered
with, "That's easy for you to say
I lame: yiure naturally tan."
By Nebraska standards, I
guess i am pretty tan, rhe
same way that, by Mary-Kate
(llsen standards, Paris I lilton is
pretty fat.
Being considered darker
than anybody is new for
me My mother is a lilipino
immigrant and my father is
Italian-American. My brother
inherited my mother's tanned
skni bin I took after my lather's
pale skin and inability to tan
im bee and legs.
In high school, most of my
friends were lilipino. so i spent
the majoritj oi mj teenage
yean as the light one." People
would stare at me, wondering
M hy 1 was hanging out with all
these I ilipino people, I had to
constantly explain myself to
other Filipinos, as if my
eihnicitv was the secret pass
wind into an exclusive dub,
1 used tn led vet) selfconscious about mj skin color
Everywhere I looked, people

were Ian. I looked pasty and
sick in comparison. However,
the sun does not shine much
• in my native San Francisco.
My fear of skin cancer and
crow's feel made fake baking
out of the question.
1 invested hundreds
of dollars on sell-tanners
and coundess hours in the
bathroom trying to achieve a
natural-looking" tan. with little
success.
I tried 111 on/ei s and
shimmers, which made my face
look either dirty or sweaty. Plus,
I failed to apply the bronzer
anywhere else, which made my
head and neck look like they
came from different planets.
Not sexy.
My cousins from die
Philippines were baffled. Their
mothers spent years shielding
them from the sun. When we
have picnics, they always pick a
spot in the shade.
I ilipinos regard fair skin
as a status symbol. Many of
my relatives use papaya soap,
which is believed to lighten the
skin naturally. The majority
ol the young celebrities in the
Philippines an' either half-white
or American-bom but always
fair-skinned
The philosophy "white is
beautiful" no doubt is a product
of history: colonization by Spain
and the United States.
(llniously. the reverse is true
in America. Things were not
always this way, fanned skin
once indicated you were lower
class and did outdoor labor.
(>nl\ rich people could afford
lo pay other people to do their
work, so aristocrats made great
efforts tosta) outol the sun,
often powdering their faces
while.
Why the switch? Blame it on
the French Riviera.
In 1923, designer Coco
Chanel stepped off a yacht
alter vacationing in the French
Riviera and revealed a deep,
golden tan. Urban fashion
legend has ii that Chanel
achieved the tan by acddeni
altei spending too long in the
sun.

"Today, a tanned
glow continues to
convey an image
of youth, beauty,
health, and, most
importantly,
wealth."
Intentional or accidental,
tans became the new status
symbol.
The trend became popular
in Hollywood with the advent
of colored film. Today, a tanned
glow continues to convey an
image of youth, beauty health,
and. most importantly, wealth.
The point is to look like you
just got back from an
expensive vacation at an exotic
locale, even il you only went
down ihe block.
I have nothing against
vanity The amount of money I
spend on my appearance per
year could easily wipe out Third
World debt
I won't go into the health
risks associated with indoor
tanning or how Oompa
Loompa like spray-tans look.
I think that tanning,
superficial as it may seem,
reveals some deeper issues, lor
example, when one my friends
was asked if he was part Latino
because of his tan, he told me
he look it as a huge
Compliment because he
"hates being while."
This fascinated me. Do some
whites tan in order to appear
more ethnic or exotic?
Whatcwi the reason.
tanning reflects the current
American philosophy ol
constantly living in the present;
regardless of how your actions
might affect the liiture.
ii also reflects Vmericas tendency for excess. Some people
can never be Ian enough and
become addicted to tanning.
M) hope i- that, eventually.
Rome will fall and natural hair
and skin color will become
fashionable, while crispy hair
and skin will look as chic as a
fanny pack.
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News networks are on decline
DAN
VANCE
V-Witv (alumni
'The Ihily Athenaeum
lU'st Virginia Ihuvashy
Recently, the news
channel CNN decided
to do away with their
semi-popular discussion show
"Crossfire." CNN says that ibis
decision is part of a movement away from 'head butting
debate shows." "CNN is a
different animal. We report
the news.
Fox talks about the news
They're very good at what they
do, and we're very good at
what we do' (\\ President
lonathan Klein said in a recent
interview, explaining the slight
change in format.
Meanwhile, as CNN
proclaims that shows of this
content belong on a channel
like R)\. they continue to
promote shows like''[.my king
Live." which is virtually the
same show as "Crossfire." It is
Ihis kind of hypocritical
behavior that is taking the
viewer interest out of the 24/7
news channels,
CNN is just the most recent
company to outcast them-

selves in this way. Channels
like MSNBC and FoxNewshave
followed the same standards
of being a hard billing news
resource, yet still allow
themselves to resort to shows
that are little more than
mainstream toilet humor.
()ne of MSNBC's top draws
is"(;ounidown" with Keith
Olberman. And yes, it is one of
the more comical news
programs that you may find.
And for a younger audience, il
is a way to pull them into what
is going on in the world. Hut it is
not what MSNBC is supposed
to be about "Countdown" is
not news at all. It is merely an
attempt to draw viewership,
taking away ihe purity of reporting news and turning il turthei
into a giant monopoly.
I agree one hundred percent
withCW'sderision Intake
( IOSSTIIV'' oil the airwaves. They
have die right idea and the right
attitudes about news But it
would be better If the]
actually lollowed their own
rules on "head hutting debate
shows." "Larry King live" has
been on die airwaves for years,
and I understand that I also
understand that it is not exactly
a show where tempers flare
often. But "Larry King Li vi
a show where King and a guest
discuss and often debate a

broad range ol news topk S,
And yes. there is some
occasional head hutting.
Sodoawa) with II
Televised discussion forums
have no place on cable n
m\ sell in am (ilhel news
Viewers Want tO see people
debate or rani about the new 3,
there Is ibis nifrj new
Invention called the Internet
where discussion forums are
not only welcome, but also
encouraged.
Oil:'of the more puhlii i/ed
debates during the political
season (outsideol (ieorgeW.
Bush and lohn Kerrj was thai
ofCrossfire" co-hosi Tucker
Carlson and comedian Ion
Slew.ill.

During the course of the
verbal jabs thai the two
exchanged, Stewart hit the
problem head on in implying
that these types Ol shows were
doing a disservice to viewers,
\nd while I suppose thai
recognizing ibis problem is the
iirsl slep (maybe some kudos In
t \\i, not main Ol lliese company repic-ciuativos aie really
willing In risk viewership just to
maintain integrity. < Hi, they saj
thai the) are willing to, but in
ihe end ii is those people who
go back on ibeii word. People
like them make the rest of US
credible reporters look bad.
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Tell us wTiafyou think.
E-mail the BGNews at
thenews@bgnews.com.
AVAILABLE

FOR

FALL

2005

Hie How ling Green State University Hoard ol trustees

lUtiDcrsljip &cl)olarsfjip
Applications are now being accepted for the Hoard
ol Trustees I eadership Scholarship. Eligible students
musl be i ising sophomores, juniors or seniors with
a t IFA ol at least 2.75. mere is one nonrcncwable
SI,000 scholarship available.

Are you bored?
Got the winter blahs?

lo apply or for more information, download the
application at http://botscholarship.bgsu.edu
or call (419) 572-9233, rhe application deadline
is February 25, 2005.

why

not

Then this is a casting call to you to become
ThQro -I. Tre mvolved and i°in tne campus fun
There will be over 100 organizations to check out.

today

MAKE YOUR OWN REALITY.
Get involved.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

CD

146'/, MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. $440 per month. Deposit $440. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006.
219 W. EVERS 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants pay utilities. One car garage, washer, dryer hook-ups
$775 per month, Deposit $775
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6. 2006.

Office of ^"^

327 E. EVERS. #B 2 BR Duplex Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars. $690 per month. Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and
electric Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August 5, 2006.
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August
5, 2006.
714 EIGHTH. »A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006,
We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday lo Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

CamDusT*'^.
itfiwvement
Q

ROSE,

Division of Student Affairs
BmrtfngGraen Stale IMvorsNy
401 8owen-Thompson Student Union
419.372 2343

January 20CH. 10-2

m

LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 202A, Bowen Thompson Student Union
Free food and prizes
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Doctor King remembered in Bowling Green for passion, love of all people
days earlier and challenged
the congregation at St Mark's
lose something in the process?"
i utheran Church to make it hapCalling on quotations Horn pen on a local level
King throughout the speech,
Calling on kind's eivil rights
l.H kson concluded the da) with work in die 1950s and 60s,
our ni the mil tights leader's risdale pointed out the fact that
iiuisi Famous statements; [he king nevei strayed far from liis
ultimate measure ofa man is not Southern home when working
where he stands in moments toward racial equality.
ni comfort and convenience,
I he reason he started In
but where he stands in tunes ul Selma [Ala.], the reason he
challenge and controversy
went in \ilania ,md Memphis is
"Where do you stand in times because that "as his backyard,"
ul controversy and challenge?" lisdalc said.
lackson said. "Ask yoursell that
As he made his way down
question asDr King did."
inday evening on his way
Sunday's
program
fea- in Bowling Green, risdale saw
tured Pastor I inane risdale ol numerous Bags and bumpei
Friendship Baptist Church in stickers proclaiming "God Bless"
Toledo, who took the vision ol and "I Love America.' Tisdale
kin;; that lackson highlighted had in question whether <>r not
KING. FROM PAGE 1

"Equality is when
I recognize your
worth as an
individual. When
1 get up tomorrow
and see folks that
don't look like me,
it doesn't mean they
don't have the same
(jualiiy that I have."
DUANE TISDALE, PASTOR

people should really say that
when they're allowing fellow
Americans to suffer through

Tisdale said. "When I get up
hoimics.siic.ss and hunger.
"How can I say I love America tomorrow and see folks that
and watch folk right here go don't look like me, it doesn't
mean they don't have the same
without?"Tisdale said.
1
Early on in his sermon, quality that I have. '
While the attendance at both
Tisdale asked those in
attendance to "break free programs was encouraging,
from the boundaries" they've Mayor John Quinn hopes that
set by closing the large gaps future King tributes in the city
between themselves and a will bring out a higher number of
stranger, and going to sit right Bowling Greens citizens.
We would like to see more
next to someone they've never
on i Everyone in the church community members attend
rose up and joined a stranger these sessions every year," Quinn
for the remainder of the ser- said. "We think it's important for
mon, providing Tisdale with a them lo hear these words. We
real-time, real-Hfe example of are trying to make this an event
the equality that he believes that's not just to remember l)r
king was trying to bring to the King once a year, but to make
American i>oople.
people aware of his legacy in
"Equality is when I recognize an ongoing way, and hopefully
vour worth as an individual," cany it on."

Exotic animal returned to Ohio sanctuary after court order
IHl ASS0CU1ED PRESS

BERLIN CENTER, Ohio—Alton
bought w hen it was )l days old for
a newspapei story on the exotic
annual trade was removed In
court ordei yesterday from an
Ohtosanctuary that also claimed
ownership.
William

long,

the

animal

rights activist who bought the
animal, is sending the now fully
grown lion III the sanctuary he
and the reporlci prefer, said
Long's attorney, leffrej Holland,
i he lion named "Boomerang"

hail been at Noah's lost Ark
sanctuary since October 2003.
I nog and former New Vbrk Post
reporter Alfred Guart brought it
there shortly alter buying it from
an animal tail InWapakoneta in
western Ohio,
I in- 7lh Ohio District Conn of
Appeals ruled in August that the
lion belongs to long. That ruling upheld a Ma) decision from
Mahoning County Common
Pleas( nun.
Both sides said it look several hours in stuejc digit tctu

peratures to load the 175-pound
animal onto a truck Monday
because of a dispute over the
With courts closed lor the
federal holiday and a judge not
available to settle the dispute,
Holland and Noah's lost Ark
attorney Ned Cold consulted
with an impartial zookeeper.
Cold then agreed to release the
lion. Holland said.

Long, Guart and Columbus
veterinarian Kenneth Nekicweie
ordered off the sanctuary prop-

erty when they came to pick up
the lion, said Cuart. who now
works lor a CBS affiliate in New
York (Sty
Whitehouse complained that
longs group asked her lo tranquilize the Bon, which she said
was dangerous because of the
cold temperatures, Whitehouse
said she hasn't had to sedate the
sanctuary's other 57 large cats
when transporting them.
"I just want to make sure that
he wakes up. The techniques
that thev were using are not

Information Technology Spotlight

what you would use witli a lion,''
she said.
The veterinarian who was
working with liing said aftei
receiving the lion that the animal's heart rate was slow.
"They gave him a lot of anesihetic. i need to check If hes OK,"
Nekic said.
Nekic was to accompany die
lion on a flight to Shambala
Holland said. He declined to
give flight details to protect the
animal's safety.

M.m.iKcnicnl Inc.

NOW RENTING FOR
2005-2006

Call 353-5800

SPAM filtering and your
BGNET account...

Did you know

in \
Hillsdale Apartments
1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
' Dishwasher
'Garbage Disposal
' Washer/Dryer Hook-ups (2/3bdrm)
■Carports
i BGSU Shuttle Stop
1
Can Have up to 5 People
on the lease
1
Few open now!

215 EastPoe
' 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
■ BGSU Shuttle Stop
1
15 minutes walk lo Math/Science

> Inbound BGNet email messages are analyzed by the server to determine the
possibility that they contain SPAM. Messages with SPAM characteristics are
given a SPAM content tag and will include a X-MASF:xxx% line in the header
of the message.
> The content tag assigned to a message can then be used to filter suspected
SPAM in email applications like BGSU WebMail and Eudora.
> Samplings of inbound BGNet email messages indicate that email messages with
a content tag at the 100 percent confidence level can account for as much as
60 percent of inbound mail.
> Increased sophistication in the product
used to generate the confidence score
for email messages has allowed us to be
confident in the decision to begin to block
messages marked with a 100 percent
confidence score.
> Beginning January 19, 2005, email
messages with a 100 percent confidence
score will no longer be delivered.
Messages sent between BGNet accounts
will not be affected.

BGSU

See http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/cio/page7677.html for
• further details on your BGNet
email account and SPAM
• information about the method
used to mark a message with a
confidence level
• information on how to
configure your BGNet account
with filtering capabilities
• information on how to filter
email using Eudora Pro on
a PC
• information on how to filter
email using Eudora Pro
on a Mac

DESTINATIONS, FROM PAGE 1

find new recipes."
Ike say's the story, decoration
scheme, and menu will create a
way for students to escape winter
drudgery and standard campus
food
"We'll develop a story around
each set of ingredients. February
we might be in the Bahamas or
Madagascar — something tropical.
"We'll develop a story around
eadl of the sets of ingredients.
Sometimes JIOU need a place to
go where it's not all about residcntial dining."
Wliile the feature items will
lx> health and travel -centered,
more standard elements will be
included in an expanded area of
prepackaged, convenience-store
style food. Hems there include
cereals, breads, milk and other
daily snacks
Ike hopes the two types of food
will complement each other,
"People will order, then continue shopping In the other section." Ike said.
Today's society focuses on
speed, i he faster, the better."
Mnlhall doesn't think lie will
Utilize the prepackaged food
section. "I usually just hit duty's
whenever I need to go."
Nonetheless, Pitts says the
packaged snacks may come in
lianch.
I probably will use it a little
bit, but with Chily's down die
street, not too much, With their
hours from seven to II, I'm usually doing homework. It depends
on whethei I in going shopping
or not."
Ike says iliis weeks soft openIngwill be preparation for a grand
opening on the24th
"It's really going to be a place
where I hope people will come."

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR
CURRENT PROMOTIONS
WWW.MECCABG.COM

Evergreen Apartments

> Each BGNet email account has, by default, the flexibility to filter email, including
email considered to be SPAM. Some account holders have opted to activate and
configure these filters.

New eatery
cooks up
healthy menu

Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
Free internet Access coming!

Check website for

PROMOTIONS
www.meccabg.com
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at

BG NEWS
B R I E F I N G
Intelligence report
on weapons of mass
destruction out soon
WASHINGTON (API
I he
final U.S. intelligence report on
weapons of mass destruction
in Iraq is expected to address
whether the banned armaments may have been smuggled
out of the country before the
war started. Top Bush administration officials have speculated
publicly that chemical, biological oi radiological weapons
may have been smuggled out.
anil the question is one of the
unresolved issues on WMD. Tile
report is due next month.

Thanks for
reading The
BG News,
check us out
online at www.
bgnews.com.

www.meccabg.com
for complete listing

BRflnD new Houses
flUMlflBlE FALL 2005
"
•
•
•
•

3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
1 -2 Car garages w/automatic openers
Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
Washer & dryer in every home
Walk-in closets, ample storage

• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at 51200.00 (limit 3 people)

Office of the Chief Information Officer
419-372-7712
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio
HOURS:
M-F 9am - 5pm
Sat.9am-lpm

445E.WoosterSl.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717

CRIINMIAI. INC.
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ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVIST LOSES CASE
(AP) — A lion bought when it was 8 days old for a
newspaper story on the exotic animal trade was
removed by court order yesterday from an Ohio
sanctuary that also claimed ownership. William Long,
the animal rights activist who bought the animal, is
sending the now fully grown lion to the sanctuary he
prefers.

SWE

Hearing still on hold in 2002 case
By John Nolan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — lames Curry is
still awaiting a hearing on his
complaint that he was unfairly
fired in 2002 for raising safety
concerns at the Department
of Energy's radioactive waste
cleanup effort at Fernald.
He said the Energy Department
failed to protect him from
the alleged retaliation by its
contractor Fluor Femald Inc. I le
said in a formal complaint that
he was fired for raising safety
concerns that delayed projects
including assessments of radioactive wastes in concrete silos
and shipments of waste-laden
containers by truck for disposal off site, and for criticizing a
proposed work force reduction.
"I'd shut down numerous

projects. But that was my job,"
said Curry, who worked 29
years in the nuclear industry
including 14 at Femald. "I had a
history of identifying problems,
not backing down.
"It was obvious that they didn't
want somebody like that on
board any more," said Curry, 54.
of suburban West Chester, who is
currently working as a consultant
and teaching motorcycle safety
courses while paying for his
own lawyer. "DOE is supposed
to ensure that you are protected
when you do your job."
An Energy Department official
ruled in lan'uary 2004 that Curry
could support at least some of
his claims at a formal hearing
scheduled for this June.
I he Energy Department
is committed to seeing its
procedures for investigat-

the Government Accountability
Project, a private organization
that represents whistleblowers,
said whistleblowers typically
face years-long wails for hearings and are usually outgunned
financially.
"The contractor has access to
virtually unlimited amounts of
money to fight the case in court,"
said Carpenter, who is based in
Seattle. "When enough people
see what the score is — that you
raise an issue and you're out of
work — then the concerns stop
being raised."
However, he said the number
of whisdeblowers coming forward seems to be increasing.
Congressional
investigators found thai the EnergyDepartment
reimbursed
contractors for S249.4 million
in litigation costs and $81.1

ing and judging employee
complaints followed, department
spokesman Gary Stegner said.
Fluor Femald doesn't retaliate against employees who raise
workplace concerns, company
spokesman leffWagner said.
Members of Congress and
advocacy organizations say
whistleblowers in government
should be encouraged to report
fraud, waste or worker safety and
environmental concerns.
But the Energy Department,
which says it wants whistleblowers to speak out without fear of
reprisal, routinely reimburses
its contractors for millions of
dollars in legal lees spent challenging whistleblowers who have
to hire their own attorneys and
may lose their jobs in the process,
advocates say.
Tom Carpenter, a lawyer for

million for judgments and
settlements between 1998 and
March 2003, Rep. Edward Markey.
D-Mass., wrote in a March 2004
letter of complaint to the Energy
Department
"Department of Energy
contractors have a long,
disturbing history of retaliating
against whistleblowers who bring
safety, security or odier legitimate
concerns to their supervisors
attention," Markey said in an
interview Wednesday. "In these
cases, DOE typically spends as
much money and time as it lakes
to thwart all attempts the whistleblower makes to seek justice, by
rubber-stamping its contractors'
legal bills without reviewing the
merits of whistieblower cases."
Government officials say
it's appropriate to reimburse
contractors for legal defense costs

incurred during government
work Markey questioned at least
some of the spending, including the department's decision
to reimburse the University of
California as contract operator ol
the Lawrence Uvermore National
Laboratory for defending against
a complaint by an employee who
said she was Bred tor testifying at
a sexual harassment trial involving other lab employees
Carpenter said he is handling
a lawsuit against another government-employed Flttoi companj
In seven pipefitters who claim
they were fired at the Energ)
Department's Hanford site near
Richland, Wash., for refusing to
install what they said was ail
unsafe valve in a transfer system
for radioactive waste.
ENERGY, PAGE 10

Springer unveils new show Comair Inc. president resigns
By John Nolan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Unlike his
television show, lerry Springer S
new radio talk show doesn't
have guests that get in list lights
or flurries of foul language being
bleeped out.
Springer promised to provide
unabashed liberal views to counter the positions of President
Bush in the first airing Monday
of his radio show in Cincinnati,
where he once served as mayor.
Springer, who will continue
to host his TV show, called the
war in Iraq immoral, saying it

appeared to be focused on determining whether Iraq's Shiite
majority or Sunn) minority will
be in charge as the country tries
to grow into independence
"Would you be willing to have
your son or daughter die for
that?" Springer said "If you are
not why in Gods name is it i >k
to support this war when you re
sending someone else's son or

daughter to1 die?"

Some set the radio show as a
springboard for the Democrat's
possible return to politics in
2006, either in a run for Ohio
governor or a Senate seat.
although Springer has declined
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Wednesday, January 19th
Thursday, January 20th
8:00-10:00pm
Come meet the women of KKG during our Spring *]
Recruitment and see what we are all about!
Located on Fraternity Row
1229E.WoosterSl.
Contact Samantha Massau for questions
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David Dewalt - owner stylist
FEATURING: Jessica Spilker - stylist
£
Lisa McCoy - stylist

By John Nolan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

to comment on that issue.
Springer, 00, shelved the idea
of running for Senate in 2003
after he traveled Ohio to meet
with voters and found they
would not sup|x>rt him while
he hosted TVs "lerry Springer
Show."
Begun in 1991, the show has

CIM i.WAII — live president
of Delta subsidiary Comair Inc.
resigned yesterday, weeks after
the failure of an overloaded computer system stranded hundreds
of customers on Christmas.
An internal Delta memo
said Randy Rademacher had
stepped down to pursue other

SPRINGER, PAGE 10

.

unspecified opportunities. Asked
whether Rademacher was pressured to leave, Comair s|x>kesman Nick Miller said. "It was his
personal decision. We don't want
to speculate on his reasons."
A
telephone
message
seeking
comment
from
Rademacher
was
not
immediately returned yesterday
Rademacher was immediatelv
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INTERESTED
IN MOVING

i it farURCX.YNK OICH.Y
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replaced by Fled Huttrell. who lias
been serv ing as the head of I lelta
Uriines inc's Delta Connection
group, which works with the
airline's regional carriers, (lomair,
which is based at the CincinnatiNorthern Kentucky International
Airport, is owned by Delta.
At least one analyst blamed

/)/ Bowling Green
near the
Wood County
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There's Still Housing In BG
Rates.
• Double: S900/Semester

• Single: $1700/Semester
• Summer $60/Week
Come Join Our Community!
Located on Thurstin Ave across
raid Hall
i ree t able i lililies Included
Free Parking across from Oftenhauer Towers
Onsite Kitchen and Laundrj Facilities
Semester I eases 11 .ill and Spring)
Sorn No Pels

Contact: Karen Obringer at
3S2-75SS
karciiMsttoins.com
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Come Home And
Relax At The Beech!
LARGEST AND NICEST 2, 3, & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES

Cut and style included with •
Ik,
all chemical seivices
Specializing in fails •
lOtlest Hilites and color •
the holies' haircuts •
ilites & color include haircuts •
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SD22HDDa0 OTSQ
• 4 beds S 2 booths loi youi lonning pleasure
• CIEAN - oil beds & booths oie cleaned &
sanitized by out stall between clients
• Always hot new bulbs
• You con moke youi appointments
oil the way to spiing break
• the best brands in lonning lo'i
that will increose your ton <0
and get youi tanning plateau
S beyond

One of the top
200 salons
in the country
-^alon "Todeu
Phone (419) 352-6459
529 Ridge Street • Bowling Green

Upper Level

Lower Level

Entry Level
• Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen

• 2,000 square feet of living space over three levels

• Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half bath for your guests

• Huge deck to share with your neighbor

• Free.High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room

PRICES SO LOW Y00 WOULDN'T BELIEVE!

Beech m
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119 E.Court Street

Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-3300

www.copperbeechtownhoraes.com
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PRESIDENT BUSH HAS BIG AGENDA INSTORE
(AP) — President Bush said yesterday he has "a big
agenda in mind" for his second term that begins this
week and that lour years is going to be a short time to
meet all his goals. "We got to get moving and get some
things done before — before people kind of write me
off," Bush told CBS News in an interview.

NATION

NAACP to replace
current president
By FOSTER KLUC
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BALTIMORE Duringhisspeedi
es to Philadelphia children, I.
Whyati Mondesire, the head ol
thatch) s NAACP branch, likes to
offer $20 lo the sluclenl who can
decode his group's acronym
Main think he is on a recruiting junket Idi the NCAA. "I've
only had to give awa) my money
twice in seven years, Mondesire
says, [hat's my challenge."
As
the
Baltimore-based
NAACP searches lor a leader
to replace outgoing president
Kweisi Mfunie. the Nations
oldest and largest crvil rights organization is at a crossroads, some
say. They believe the changing ol
the guard represents a chance for
the NAACP to redefine its Identity
with younger black Americans
who, unlike their parents, do not
immediately think of the group
when they think of civil rights.
Some members of the National
Association lor the Advancement
of Colored People, such as
Mondesire, think a big-name
replacement to Mfunie is the
answer. A nationally recognized
figure, such as hip-hop mogul

Hussell Simmons, would appeal
to the next generation. Some
members of the old guard are
pushing lor an insider, a veteran
from the ranks of the NAACP's
members who could navigate
the treacherous waters of an
unwieldy body with disparate
agendas.
"We are basically 2,200 local
organizations with a national
title. Mondesire, 56, says of tile
factions. The organization needs
a heavyweight with a national
reputation who can raise money,
who has a vision and who has
the connections to push us forward with a modern civil rights
a^i'iula.
Mfunie, who is credited with
bringing financial stability and
credibility to an organization
reeling from scandal and mismanagement when he took over
nine nears ago, announced his
resignation Nov. 30, saving he
wanted to spend more time with
his family
Mfunie
has
dismissed
persistent rumors among the
organization's membership that
he w as loreed out because of a rift
between himself and Chairman

Julian Bond. But Mfume has
no role in a nine-member
committee that Bond has
assembled to find his successor.
Many of the members say they
are thrilled with the job Mfume
did. lie erased a S3.2 million
deficit and burnished an image
sullied by the revelation that his
predecessor, Benjamin Chavis.
used NAACP funds to settle a
sexual harassment suit.
Some accuse Mfume of
losing sight of the issues that
made the NAACP the leading
voice for civil rights for much of
the last century.
Gilbert Jonas, who directed the
NAACP's national fund-raising
and public relations operation
for 30 years until 1995 and has
written a book on the group's
early history, says there was a
growingdisenchantment (among
board members) that they had
virtually no new program initiatives" during Mfume's tenure.
He says some of the programs
Mfume started, such as one to
encourage high school students
to excel academically, were ideas
that originated in the 1980s under
previous leaders.

RicFeld APT' ti

NEW LEADER: NAACP President and CEO Kweisi Mfume, right, clasps hands with Chairman of the National
Board of Directors Julian Bond, as Mfume prepares to address the first plenary session of the NAACP.
As the committee searches
for Mfume's replacement, the
half-million members will be
closely watching, many of them

convinced the nod leader could
remake, or break, the NAACP's
reputation.
Bond
didn't
return

Make I0HN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES
451 THi RSI IN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full hath, stove M\I\ refrigerator. School year- One person
Kate- $395.00. One Year One Person Kale- $360.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Cheek with Rental Office
tor prices for 2 occupants.
517 K.RKKI) STRKKT- At Thurslin. Furnished or
Unfurnished One hath. School Year- One person Rates-Ids till One Year- One Person Rate-1390.00
707-727 THIRD STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One hath. School Year- One Person Rate-1395.00. One YearOne Person Rale- S3S0.00.
X25 THIRD STRKKT- Ptts Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate1465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00.
449-455S.KMKRPRISK- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rale- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $360.00.
839 SKVKNTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One hath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate
$455.00. One Year- One Person Rate $390.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundahle pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 fluid
755 Manville
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville
733 Manville

* SCREEN

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rales available lor 1,2 or 3 occupants, (heck with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 K. RKKD- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rale- $615.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $515.00.
505 (T.OIOH STRKKT- BehindKlnko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year- Iwo Person
Rale- $620.00, One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
615 SKCOM) STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rale S620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate-1520.00.
402 HIOH STRKKT. Furnished or Unfurnished One huh.
School Year-Two Person Rale- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rale-1490.00.
701 FOURTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rale$630X10. One Year- Two Person Rate-1540.00.
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One hath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate-1560.00. One Year- Two Person Riue-1470.00.
840-850 SIXTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rale- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
818 SKVKNTH & 831 SKVKNTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two
Person Rate-1545.00. One Year- Two Person Kale- S47(J.(K).
724S.<:OI.I,K<;KI)RIVK- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- 1640.00,
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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times unwickk NAAt P board ol
directors, some sa) the board
maj have frustrated Mfume as he
tried lo make changes: "I publish
a newspaper I wouldn't want M
editors telling me how to write a
story,' Mondesire says
Among
Mondesire's
suggestions for the next leader
are I lame lones. ihe retired head
ol the NAACP legal Defense
Fund, an organization that is
separate from the NAAI P. and
\la\ine Waters, a Democrat!)
congresswoman from California.
scot \. Fsdailc. president of
the i onnectJcui NAACP says
he hopes someone like Hussell
when they found out the name
Simmons gels die job. lie would
I think people weie kind of
"bring the voting people into
hungry for a credible person
the association' and wouldn't
to take ovei what was ihen a
be beholden to corporations or
stumbling organization. Now, i
special Interests, Esdaile said. A
think people want a say."
call to Simmons' publicist wasn't
The new leader will lace immediately returned
many challenges, including .
Esdaile, who calls Mfunie
inheriting an audit as the ins
a personal mentor," says the
reviews the NAACP's la\-e\empt
former director will Ix- haul to
status. Bond says the Investigareplace. He'll go down in history
tion stems from a speech he gave as one ni the great Mack leaders,
ctitici/.ing President Bush.
Esdaile says. "Whatever happens,
Mfume's sticccssoi also will
he sgone now, and it's a big blow
have to deal with the someto the organization.*

CUSTOM IMPRINTED WEARABLES

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

messages left for him, Roslyn

Brock. NAACP's vice chainvoni
an and a member of the committee, says the search is "going well'
and that the group hopes to have
a new Iculei hired by Inly.
John Brittain, a law professor
atlexasSouthern Universit) and
longtime NAACP member, says
he hopes the process to gent i
Mfume's successor is an open
one, where regular members can
have input, rather than a closed
process conducted cntneK In
the search committee,
Brittain says Mfume was
selected through a closed
process, but people accepted it

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

PRINTING
SWEATS
HATS
TEES

EMBROIDERY
LADIES TEES

JACKETS
JERSEYS

OPIN MON.-FRI. 10-6 P.M. TtlES. 10.," P.M.
aardspe@aardvarkspe.com
888-955-5075

419-:«4-6()K(J

Your source for:
Hemp Tees • Tie Dyes
Frogg Toggs
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YOGA ... PILATES
in n relaxing and well-appointed
studio selling

^.Quest
322 North Grove Street
Bowling Green, Ohio i 1402
• Daytime classes available on luesday's with
Lunch Bunch Pilules at noon, on Friday's with
8:30am Pilates and 9:45am Level I Yoga and
Saturday's with 8:30am Pilates and 9 43am
Level l Yoga
• 10% student discount with proof of student
identification
• t rfTering a variety of on going Hatha
Yoga classes, on all levels
• A team of experienced and certified Instructors
• Yogilates, a fusion of Yoga and Pilates
combining the best ol both
• Customized athletic team Pilates
conditioning available
What is Pilates Mat? Pilates concentrates
on improving flexibility, posture, stamina, and
overall strength through controlled body toning
movements and coordinated breathing.
For information and class scheduleE-mail voiiinidarta aiil.rnip or call 419-3S2-8668
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THOUSANDS OF IRAQI CITIZENS REGISTER
(AP) — Al Taee, 37, of Phoenix, was among thousands
of Iraqi expatriates who showed up at polling stations

WORLD

in 14 countries from Australia to the United States on
yesterday to register to vote in their homeland's first
independent election in nearly 50 years.

Eight indicted on
terrorism charges
ordered tile Spaniard released on
$26,000 hail. Hie others are Jailed
in Spain after being arrested
between February and lune.
Garzon said Boudhiba is in
jail in Britain. He said Roudhiha
traveled from Hamburg to
Istanbul, turkey on Sepi 3,2001.
along with a man named/Mimed
Taleh, a 1 lainhurg cell member.
The alleged leader of the cell was
suspected suicide pilot Mohamed
Ana
Investigators said Spain, along
with Germany, was a majoi
Staging ground lor the Sept. 11
.macks
Binalshibh and Ana met In
the northeastern Spanish region

By Ciaran Giles
1H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

MADRID; Spain — A Spanish
|udge Indicted eight people on
terrorism charges Monday.
saying they provided logistical
help and false documents for
suspects in the Sept. 11 attacks.
The Indictment was released
bj Spain's leading terror Investigator, Judge BaltasarGarzon
It said the eight had
provided logistics and counterfoil
documents
for
suspects
Including Ramzl Binalshlbh,
an alleged would-be Sept 11
hijacker who has been in us.
custody since his -IX)2 capture in
Pakistan He is believed to have
been the main contact between
.i group of Sept 11 attackers in
Hamburg, Germany and Osama
bin Laden'sal-Qaida network,
Binalshibh, who could not
get Into the United States to
participate in the .macks but
served as a key monej man.
reported!) is being held al
i luantanamo Bay, Cuba
[he group iii question
provided logistical support to
Ramzl Binalshlbh and other
members ol al-Qaida linked to
ilu Sept II attacks in 2001 in the
United States, Garzonsaidinthe
Indictment
I lie eight Indicted suspects
were Identified as Reda Zerroug,
Redouane Zenimi,
Samir
Mahdjoub, Mohamed \\ai.
Hedl Hen Youssei Boudhiba,
Khaled Madanl lahar I zirouali
and Spaniard Francisco Garcia

"The group in
question provided
logistical support to
Ramzi Bina Isli ibih
and other members
of al-Qaida.''
BALTASAR GARZON, JUDGE

(.nine/.

All except \\ -it and Garcia
Gomez were charged with
membership ol a terrorist
organization rttose two were
charged with collaboration.
Garzon said they developed
a network ol forged documents
in provide false Identities or lake
documents to other members of
the network to help them move
about, Bee or hide or [to help
with their terrorist activities oi
links with organizations such as
\iis,n al Mam. unilei the orders
ol Mm Musab al-Zarqawi."
[he latter is a fordanian-born
mOitanl blamed for spearheading
Insurgent strikes In Iraq.
Garzon
issued
an
international arrest order for
Himilliih.i and I /inmali and

oi [arragona In My 2001, when
Garzon says last-minute details
of the attacks were decided.
Garzon described Madanl as
liinalshihh's right-hand man in
Spain and said Madanl received
monej from Zakariya I ssabar,
another memliei ol the I lamhurg
cell, The Indictment says
Madanl maj have supplied two
passports
to
Binalshibh,
including one stolen from a U.S.
i Itizen in Barcelona in 1996.
Mahdjoub sent mone) to his
brother In Germany, Uxterrazak
Mahdjoub, who was later
arrested in Hamburg and extra'
dited in Italy on suspicion of
sending Islamic lighters to Iraq.
Garzon said.
Samir Mahdjoub and another
jailed brother, I arid, ran clothing
sin ips in the northern Spanish city
ol'Bilbao thai were financed with
money Irnni drug dealing and
robberies carried out In mutants
identified as Abdelhai Djaouat
and Samir Ait Mohammed.
Djaouat was arrested In
Spain in 2003 on a warrant bom
Germany over his alleged ties to
a radical islamic group.
The latter has been charged In
the United Slates in connection

with a plot to attack Los Angeles
International Airport during
millennium celebrations.
In the case of Zenimi, police
found a video in his Barcelona
apartment showing Algerian
radicals preparing and carrying
our attacks against government
troops as part of a jihad, or holy
war, Garzon said.
In September 2003, Garzon
indicted 35 members of an
alleged Spain-based al-Qaida
cell and bin Laden as the
mastermind of Sept. n on
grounds that the attacks were
planned In part in Spain.
Garzon later broadened
the indictment to 40 people.
[\venty-one of them are
scheduled to go on trial on
terrorism charges during the
next lew weeks, although not all
of them are charged with helping prepare the Sept. 11 attacks.
The other 19 remain al large
and cannot be tried in absentia
because the charge is terrorism.
in Spain, such trials are held only
'in lesser offenses.
I he alleged leader of the
Spanish cell is Syrian-born
used-cat
salesman
Imad
Yarkas, accused of providing
financingandlogisiicsforSepi. 11
plotters. I If has been in jail since
November 2001.

mm

Paul Wliite AP Photo

JUSTICE SERVED: Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzon steps from his car outside Madrid's National Court today in
this Jan. 18,2000 file photo. Garzon indicted eight people on terrorism charges Monday. Jan. 17,2005 saying
they provided logistical help and false documents for suspects in the Sept. 11 attacks.

FRAZEE AVE. & E. MERRY ST.
FEATURES:
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•

New Carpet
• Tile Floors
New Furniture
• 2 Full Baths
New Kitchens
• New Appliances
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

You'll Flip Over LUNCH
on the GO at SO's
•
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SouthSide 6

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

737 S. Main. BG
419.352.8639

■»**,
intdrop ferace
400 E. Napoleon Road

Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

• Free Heat!

Have a VOICE

• Free High Speed Internet

in how much

• Free Shuttle service to and from campus
• 2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats

B| .

1 and 2 bedroom Apart

W|Cl!

|

Student Organizations
get funded!

^^.
Apply to be a member of the
Student Budget Committee
and be one of the 11 students
to decide how to allocate
over $600,000.

Office

Involvement
Division of StuderlAfl|kw^j
Bowling Green State University

401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

419.372.2343
Apply at: www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/forms.html
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PRESIDENT BUSH HAS BIG AGENDA INSTORE

MTI0N

(AP) — President Bush said yesterday he has "a big
agenda in mind" for his second term that begins this
week and that four years is going to be a siiort time to
meet all his goals. "We got to get moving and get some
things done before — before people kind of write me
off," Hush told (IBS News in an interview.

NAACP to replace
current president
By FOSTER KLUG

Hussell Simmons, would appeal
to the next generation. Some
members of the old guard are
BALTIMORE-During his speeches to Philadelphia children, I. pushing for an insider, a veteran
Whyatl Mondesire, the head of from the ranks ol the \ Y\( IP s
that dry's NAACP branch, likes to members who could navigate
the treacherous waters of an
offer $20 to the student who can
unwieldy body with disparate
decode his group's acronym.
Many think he is on a recruit- agendas.
"We are basically 2,200 local
ing junket for the NCAA. "I've
organizations with a national
only had to give away my tnonej
twice in seven yeans," Mondesire title," Mondesire. 5fi, says of the
factions. "Theorganization needs
says. "Thai's my challenge '
As
the
Baltimore-based a heavyweight with a national
NAACP scan lies fol a leader reputation who can raise money,
who has a vision and who has
to replace outgoing president
Kweisi Mfume. the Nation's the connections to push us foroldest and largest civil rights orga- ward with a modern civil rights
nization is at a crossroads, some agenda
Mfume, who is credited with
say. They believe the changing of
the guard represents a chance for bringing financial stability and
theNAAl n> to redefine its identity credibility to an organization
reeling from scandal and miswith younger black Americans
management when he took over
who, unlike their parents, do not
nine nc.irs ago. announced his
immediately think ol the group
resignation Now 30, saying he
when they think of civil rights.
Some members of the National wanted to spend more time with
Association for the Advancement his family
of Colored People, such as
Mfume
has
dismissed
Mondesire, think a big-name persistent rumors among the
replacement to Mfume is the organization's membership that
answer. A nationally recognized he was forced out because of a rift
figure, such as hip-hop mogul between himself and Chairman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

lulian Bond. But Mfume has
no role in a nine-member
committee that Bond has
assembled to find his successor.
Many of the members say they
are thrilled with the job Mfume
did. He erased a $3.2 million
deficit and burnished an image
sullied by the revelation thai his
predecessor, Benjamin Chavis.
used NAACP funds to settle a
sexual harassment suit.
Some accuse Mfume of
losing sight of the issues that
made the NAACP the leading
voice for civil rights for much of
the last cenniry.
Gilbert lonas, who directed the
NAACP's national fund-raising
and public relations operation
for 30 years until 1995 and has
written a book on the group's
early history, says there was "a
growingdisenchantment (among
board members) that they had
virtually no new program initiatives" during Mfume's tenure.
He says some of the programs
Mfume started, such as one to
encourage high school students
to excel academically, were ideas
that originated in the 1980s under
previous leaders,

Ric Ftld AP Pluto

NEW LEADER: NAACP President and CEO Kweisi Mfume, right, clasps hands with Chairman of the National
Board of Directors Julian Bond, as Mfume prepares fo address the first plenary session ol the NAACP
As the committee searches
for Mfume's replacement, the
half-million members will be
closely watching, many of them
convinced the next leader could
remake, or break, the NAACP's
reputation.

Bond

didn't

return

Make JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES
451 Till KSIIV Across Street from Offtnhautr. Furnished
with lull bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Kate- $395.00. one Year- One Person Rate- $360.00.

with $225.00 \ win
403 High
831 Seventh
725 Ninth

I multifile pet deposit at these location:
825 Third
755 Manville
640 Eighth
841 Kighth
777 Manville
733 Manville

Minnie's successor is an open
one, where regular members can
have input, lather than a closed

process conducted entirely by
Ihc search committee.
Brittain says Mfume was
selected through a closed
process, but "people accepted it
when thej found out the name
I think people were kind ol
hungry for a credible person
in mke ova what was then a

limes unwieldy \ v\t P hoard ol
directors. Some s.iv the board
ma) have frustrated Mfume as he
uied in make changes: I publish
a newspaper; I wouldn't uam 64
editors telling me how to write a
story," Mondesire says
Among
Mondesire s
Suggestions for the next leader
are i laine tones, the retired head
of the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, an organization that is
separate from the \A\( P. and
\i.i\iiie Waters, a Democratic
congresswoman from California
Scot Y I sdaile. president of
the ( onnecticul \.\\i R says
he hopes someone like Russell
Simmons gets the job. I lc would
"bring the young people Into
the asso, iaiion and wouldn't
IH' beholden to corporations oi
special Interests, EsdaUe said. A

call to Simmons' publicist wasn't
Immediate!) returned
I sdaile, who calls Mfume
a personal mentor,' s,i\s the
former duecioi will lie hard to
replace. "I Ic II go down in histor)
as i ineof the great Mat k leaders.'
I .sdaile says. "Whatever happens,
he's gone now. and It's a big blow

to the organization.'

CUSTOM IMPRINTED WEARABLES
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1,2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rales
517 K. RKKD- At Thursiin. Furnished or I nfumished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $615.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale $515.00.
505 (T.OI OH STRKKT- Hehind Kinkos. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.(10. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00,
615 SKCOM) STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rale $620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
402 HH;H STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate $590.00 One Year-Two
Person Rale- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bednxmi. School Year-Two 1'cr.on Rate$6311.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $541 >.(«I.
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One hath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Penan
Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person Kale- $470.00.
840-850 SIX III STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
818 SEVENTH & 831 SKVKNTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-1 wo
Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $47<J.OO.
724 S. COI I.KOF DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate $640X0,
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00,

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Woosler Slreet, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

lohn Britain, a law professoi
at Texas Southern1 University and
longtime \\\( i member, says
he hopes the process to select

think people want a say."
Ihc new leader will face
many challenges, including.
inheriting an audit as the IKS
reviews the \will's tax-exempt
status. Bond says the investigation stems from a speech he gave
c iilici/ing President Hush
Mfume's Successor also will
have to deal with the some-

Raics available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.

PETS ALLOWED

a new leader hired by July.

stumbling organization \ou. I

ONK BEDROOM APARTMENTS

517 H. RKKDSTRKKT- At Thursiin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$465.00. One Yeai One Person Kale- $390.00
707-727 THIRD STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One hath. School Year- One Person Rale- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
»25 THIRD STRKKT- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Ratc$465.00, One Year- One Person Rale $410.00.
449-455 S. KMKRl'RISK- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rale- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $360.00.
83') SUN KMH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Ratc$455.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $390.00.

messages left for him. Rosh/n
Biock. NAACP's vice chairwoman andamember of the committee, says the search is "going wed"
and that the group hopes to have

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:3(1 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

SCREEN PRINTING
SWEATS
HATS
TEES
OPHN MON.-FRI.

JACKETS
JERSEYS

10-6 P.M. Tuns. 10-S P.M.

aardspe@aardvarKspe.com
888-955-5075

419-354-(>(»8(»

EMBROIDERY
LADIES TEES

Your source for:
Hemp Tees • Tie Dyes
Fiogg Toggs

902 I. UOOSTLK ST.

A( YOCA... PILATES \A
A
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in a relaxing and well-appointed
studio setting
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^.Qucst
322 North Grove Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

• Daytime classes available on I'uesday's with
Lunch Bunch Pilates at noon, on Friday's with
8 Warn Pilates and 9:45am Level I Yoga ami
Saturday's with 8:30am Pilates and 9:45am
Level I Yoga
• 10% student discount uiih proof of student
Identification
• Offering a variety of on going llatha
Yoga classes, on all levels
• A team of experienced and certified Instructor!
• Yogilates. a fusion of Yoga and Pilate*
combining the best of both
• ( ustomized athletic Han) Pilates
conditioning available
What is Pilates Mat? Pilates concentrates
on improving flexibility, posture, stamina, and
overall strength through controlled body toning
movements and coordinated breathing.
For information and class scheduleE-mail voitinidarfw aul.cnm or call 419-352-8668
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THOUSANDS OF IRAQI CITIZENS REGISTER
(AP) — Al Taee, 37, of Phoenix, was among thousands
of Iraqi expatriates who showed up at polling stations
in 14 countries from Australia to the United States on
yesterday to register to vote in their homeland's Aral
independent election in nearly 50 years.

WORLD

Eight indicted on
terrorism charges
By Ciaran Giles
W «SS0CI«rED PRESS

\l \Di!ii). Spain
A Spanish
judge indicted eight people on
terrorism charges Monday,
saying they provided logistical
help and false documents for
suspects in the Sept. 11 attacks,
I he indictment was released
by Spain's leading terror imcstigator, ludgeBahasarGarzoa
It said the eight had
pn Aiiled logistics and counterfeit
documents
for
suspects
including Ramzl Hinalshibh.
an alleged would-be Sept. II
hijacker who has been in U.S.
custody since his L'IHL' capture in
Pakistan. He is believed to have
been the main contact between
a group of Sept. 11 attackers in
I lamburg, Germany, and (Isama
bin Laden's al-Qaida network.
Hinalshibh. who could not
get into the United Slates to
pardl Ipate in the attacks but

served a- a ke> mone] man.
reportedly is being held at
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba.
fhe group iii question
provided logislical Support to
Ramzl Hinalshibh and Other
members ot al-Qaida linked to
the Sept. 11 attacks in 2001 in the

ordered the Spaniard released on
S26,(KX) hail. The others are jailed
in Spain after being arrested
benwen February and June,
Garzon said Houdhiha is in
jail in Britain, lie slid Boudhiba
traveled from Hamburg to
Istanbul,Turkey, on Sept. 3,2001.
along with a man named Ahmed
Taleb, a Hamburg cell member
The alleged leader ot the cell was
suspected suicide pilot Mohamed
Atta.
Investigators said Spain, along
with Germany, was a majoi
siaging ground ten lite Sept 11

attacks.
Hinalshibh and Atta met in
the northeastern Spanish region

"The group in
(/uestion provided
logisticcd support lo
Ramzi Biualshibili
and oilier members

of al-Qaida."
BALTASAR GARZON. JUDGE

an

of Tarragon l in ]uly 2001, when
Garzon says last-minute details
of the attacks were decided.
i larzon described Madani as
Binalshibh's right hand man III
Spain and said Madani received
monej from Zakariya Essabar,
another member ot the Hamburg
cell. The Indictment says
Madani ma) have supplied two
passports
to
Hinalshibh.
including one stolen from a U.S.
citizen in Barcelona in liHis.
Mahdjoub sent money lo his
brother in Germany tbderrazak
Mahdjoub. who was later
arrested in Hamburg and extradited to Italy on suspicion of
sending Islamic tighlers to Iraq,
Garzon said
Samir Mahdjoub and another
jailed brother, 1 arid, ran clothing
shops in the northern Spanish cin
oi Bilbao thai were financed with
money from drug dealing and
i nhberies carried our by militants
identified as Abdelhai Djaoual
and Samir Alt Mohammed
Dfaouat was arrested in
Spain in 2003 on a warrant from
German) OUT his alleged ties to
a radical Islamic group.

international arrest order for
Houdhiha and I/iiouali and

I he latter has been charged by
the United States in connection

I lulled Males, t ,ai/on said in the

Indictment
I he eight indicted suspects
were Identified a-- Reda Zerroug,
Redouane Zenimi, s.umr
Mahdjoub, Mohamed Ayat,
llecli

Hen YoiiSSef Houdhiha.

Khaled Madani, Bihar Ezirouall
and Spaniard Francisco Garcia
Gomez
AD except Vyai and Garcia
Gomez

were

charged

with

membership of a terrorist
organization, those two were
charged with collaboration.
Garzon said thej developed
a network of forged documents
to provide raise identities oi lake
documents to othei members of
the network to help them mo\c
about. Bee or hide or ito help]
with then tenorist activities or

links with organizations such as
\nsar al Islam, nuclei the orders
of Abu Musab al-ZarqawL*
The lattet is a lordaniati born
militant blamed ten spearheading

Insurgent strikes in Iraq,
Garzon
issued

Winttjrop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Free Heat!
Free High Speed Internet
• Free Shuttle service to and from campus
•^2-*wtTTTrrTing pools.

with a plot to attack Los Angeles

International Airport during
millennium celebrations.
In the case of Zenimi, police
found a video in his Barcelona
apartment showing Algerian
radicals preparing and carrying
our attacks against government
rroops as part of a jihad, or holy
war, Garzon said.
In September 2003, Garzon
Indicted 35 members of an
alleged Spain-based al-Qaida
cell and bin Laden as the

mastermind of Sept. II on
grounds that the attacks were
planned in part in Spain
Garzon later broadened
the Indictment to 40 people.
IVventy-one of them are
scheduled to go on trial on
terrorism charges during the
next few weeks, although not all
of them tire charged with helping prepare the Sept. 11 attacks.
I he other 19 remain at large
and cannot be tried in absentia
because the charge is terrorism.
In Spain, such trials arc held only
for lesser offenses.
1 he alleged leader of rhe
Spanish cell is Syrian-born
used car salesman
Iniad
Varkas, accused of providing
liiiancingandlogisticsfoi Sept. 11
plotters. I le has been in jail since

November 2001.

Paul White APPIMto

JUSTICE SERVED: Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzon steps from his cat outside Madrid's National Court today in
this Jan 18,2000 file photo. Garzon indicted eight people on terrorism charges Monday. Jan. 17,2005 saying
they provided logistical help and false documents lor suspects in the Sept. 11 attacks.

You'll Flip Over LUNCH
on the GO at SO's
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FEATURES:
•
•
•
•

v
S3ldzl 33U=I ^ dod 33U3 19$

New Carpet
• Tile Floors
New Furniture
• 2 Full Baths
New Kitchens
• New Appliances
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

aseipjnd ipi/wpues

Auv MUM ^m i

Greenbriar, Inc.

SouthSide 6

(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

737 S. Main, BG
419.352.8639

a\ie a

WCl!

Have a VOICE
in how much
Student Organizations
get funded!

• 3 Laundromats
• 1 and 2 bedroom Apart

Apply to be a member of the
Student Budget Committee
and be one of the 11 students
to decide how to allocate
over $600,000.

■

ement
Division of Student Aftairs
Bowttng Green State Uiwerstty
401 Bowen-Thomoson Student Union

419.372.2343

Apply at: wwvv.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/gei/nvo/vBd/Torms.hfm/
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Spridger raidS air W3V8S

Department of Energy employee unfairly fired
ENERGY. FROM PAGE 7

SPRINGER. (ROM PAG! '

built its ratings on raunchy
lopics featuring .i lineup ol
pimps, prostitutes, skinheads,
homewreckcrs and inn friendly
relatives,
Springci began his five-daya-week, tliree-houi daily talk
->ii<»w in playing ,i prepared
promotional
recording of
music and people praising the
\merican Revolution s patriots
and theii fight .in.iinsi 11
kmn George, I he recording
then jabbed at President liusli
In referring to him as ,i "kiiiK
;e who ilcicsn'i want in
hen 'opposing views.
"II
someone challenges
the war, they're n<>i ;i patriot?
It someone challenges the
president, they're un- \merican?
i ome on," said Springer, who
was joined on the program by
lene Ualvin, ,i political activist
who backed Springer ii
when he considered running for
Senate,
Pam Stevens, a spokesv
ini tlie while House, declined
comment on Springer's show.
Before Springer's debut, < Hun
Republicans were dismissive
lliis is ;i gin who peddles
smut ini a living said lason
Mauk a spokesman for the Ohio
Republican Party.
Ii took more than a half hour
before Springei received his
first phone call Monday, from a

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Terry Gilham -» • !
SPRINGER IN CINCINNATI lerry Springer. 60. will host a politically
oriented radio talk show in Cincinnati, where he served as mayor.
listenei who said he is a
liberal and is pleased Springer
is espousing that point ol view.
Another caller praised Springei
as "a voice of reason."
Springer did radio commentary in the 1970s in Cincinnati
and was a IV newsanchoi who
did nightly \\ commentary in

the 1980s,
He served as a Cincinnati dry
councilman in the 1970s, Inn
resigned in 1974 after admitting
that he wrote personal cheeks
IO pay prostitutes, lie was later
elected mayor and lost a hid for
the Democratic nomination for
governor in 1982.

Fluor
cooperates
with
investigation
of employee
complaints, Inn will defend itself
against complaints ii believes are
wrong, Wagner said.
m 1992, the Energy rJepartmenl
issnol regulations to protect
contractor employees who raise
health, safety, environmental
and management concerns and
io require investigations and
action on such complaints. The
deDartmentexpandedthatinl996
byaeatinganOfticcul l;niployee
Concerns in Washington to help
handle employee complaints,
The office typically handles
20 such cases each year, but
the number of whistJeblower
coinplaintscouldbcmucliliiglu'i
because some contractors won't
provide information to the office,
said Hill lewis, who has headed
ii since 1996 but is assuming
new dudes,
I here are
some
verj
progressive contractors," Lewis
said Usually, the ones you worry
about are die ones you don't hear
from... if people are doing things
they shouldn't bo doing, they're
not going to come and report it

Rademacher's departure on
the ( hristmas fiasco that
resulted in the cancellation of
approximately 1.100 flights, I he
company blamed numerous
passenget scheduling changes
because ol an ice storm forovei
loading the computer system.
Its pretty obvious what
happened ovei the holiday was
sen serious.' -aid Doug Vobey,a
partnei of The Velocity 1 Iroup, an
aviation consulting firm based in
Washington, D.C I hat's what
this is all about.
1 omair, which operates in
119 cities, carries about 30,000
passengers daily in the United

NEED

III lls "

I heNationalAcademyofPubUc
Administration, a Washingtonbased private organization thai
does consulting work for federal
agencies, surveyed almost 1.200
randomlv selected 1)01 and

MMMNi:
experience?

ECCA
Management Inc.

Comair asks for workers' 'spirit and
passion' to continue leadership
COMAIR, FROM PAGE 7

back pay, be reinstated and he
reimbursed for legal fees.
(lollier, who worked with Curry
overseeingsafety compliance, lost
his job in 2002. Collier said in his
complaint he was fired because
he had filed a lawsuit in federal
court accusing lluor I'ernald of
defrauding the government by
paying a subcontractor for work
that hadn't been done, lluor
denied the allegations.
Holmes said she was fired
in 2003 because, as a lawyer
for lluor. she had objected to
cleanup plans she saiil could
violate environmental laws.
"Fluor used its alleged
skills-mix pun ess and the April
and August 2002 involuntary
separations to get rid of individuals that Hum believed
would hamper iis ability to lake
shortcuts and eliminate requirements ill order 10 meet the JCXXi
closure date, Holmes wrote in
hei complaint letterto the Energy
Department
Fluor lernald is committed to
completing the cleanup safely
and properly, Wagnci said.

contractor employees in 2000.
I he study concluded that
although employees who had
used Lewis' complaint resolu
lion process generally seemed
satisfied with it. hundreds reared
retaliation if they 1,used issues. 01
believed meyliad already suffered
backlash for having complained.
The Energy Department and
Fluor lernald said they won't
comment on Curry's allegations
or other specific cases,
Cutrj and his co-workers Steve
Collier and Hence Holmes said
they were told they were Bred
because ol planned reductions
as Fluor prepares to conclude the
cleanup of the I.OfiO-acre former
uranium processing plant.
The company has received $12
million in fees under an Energy
Department contract begun
in November 2000 and could
receive a bonus of$21S million if
il completes the 1 ernald cleanup
by .11 >c( ember l^tHK. targe) date
Collier and Holmes aren't
permitted to discuss terms of
confidential financial settlements
they leached with lluor lernald.
A uliistlcblouei who wins his
complaint against the contractor at a hearing could receive

Slates, mostly east of the
Mississippi River and to Canada
and the Bahamas.
Iis l hristmas meltdown came
during the same weekend thai
financially plagued us Airways
Group experienced a similar
fiasco because of labor issues
and had weather. Hut unlike IIS
Urways and even I omair parent
Delta, which has ionic close to
filing for bankruptcy, Comair's
balance sheet has received
little attention. Delta doesn'l
reveal how much profit Comair
brings to the Delta system. Bui
former Delia ehiet executive I eo
Mullin said several years ago that
collective revenue from Comaii

and other Delta Connection
carriers
that
coordinate
schedules with Delia was in the
billions ol dollars annually
Rademacher
had
been
( omair's president foi five yens
and joined the airline in 1985.1 Iis
tenure included guiding Comair
through a three-month strike
by its pilots that won them pay
increases in a new contract
In a letter yesterday, Buttrell,
42,
told
Comair's
6,000
employees that Comair must
focus on improving the safety
and reliability ol its operations
and customer service, along
with a strategic plan to build its
strength as a regional carrier.

We will need every hit ol your
spirit and passion to take on
the haul work necessary to put
1 omair hack in the leadership
position thai buill the company
ovei the years," Buttrell wrote
\s head ol Delia's group
of feeder carriers, Hutlii'll
has assigned sonic til Delia s
supplemental Bight business to
operations oilier than (0111.111.
including ('hautauqua. Abbe)
said, liuiirell likely will focus nn
trying to control Comair s labor
costs, Abbey said
I his is a subtle message to
Comair and the pilots thai the)
need Io he mindful of thein osts.'
Milnn said.

Be a volunteet
with the
S \ \IT. program
to help with
sexual assault
survivors.

Still need an

apartment?
Check out
www.mecc.abg .com

Deadline
for applications i~
Wed Jan 19th
at ~< /> in

www.meccabtj.com
www.meccabq.com

CONTACT INFORMATION

www.meccabg.com

Julie Broad we II
.11

www.meccabg.com

419.352.9504

www.meccabg.com

jliro.idue"l>c.ucnet org
rbi an <i/>i'h< alion

or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-353-5800

Behavioral Connections

www.meccabg.com

CAMPBELL HILL
Special through 1/31/05
Rent a 2 Bedroom Townhouse and
get the following features:

Chi Omega

•All NEW carpet
• Ceramic tile in kitchen and bathrooms
• Washer & Dryer
• Microwave

Open Recruitment
Wed. January 19
Thurs. January 20
Tues. January 25
Wed. January 26

l

8-10PM
8 10PM
8 10PM
8-10PM

419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

INFORMATION SESSIONS
Tuesday. January 18,9 - 9:30pm, 315 Union
Monday, January 24,5- 5:30pm, 315 Union

Located at the Chi Omega House
(directly behind the Union)

xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn

SIGN UP TODAY!

APPLICATIONS DUE JANUARY 28™

Are you a

"^

.-f

Are you presenting at a
conference this semester?
Do you need help with funding?

STUDENT

We Care About
The Water You Drink
1

Just 30( a Gallon
Chemical & Sodium Free
1
Natural Hydration
1
Serviced & Sanitized Daily
1
Open 24 Hours
' Tested By the State
' Self Serve - BYOB
1
NAMA Approved
1

Graduate Student Senate
can help!

Application Infol
www. bgsu. edu/studentlife/organizations/gss/
• Under Forms and Documents
• Click Spring 2005 Travel Funding Application
• Due Date: January 20,

S
r^jm »* • &&.

11:00 AM

Waler.mil I
Express

in 402 BTSU

This fund will be designed to
supplement conference travel
costs for graduate stndents
attending academic conferences.

(Look For The Watermills)

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main
(next to Pagliai's, BC)

North: 1058 N. Main
(next to The Pharm, BG)

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

THIS WEEK IN

FOOTBALL EAGLES NOT READY TO CELEBRATE QUITE YET. PAGE 12

BG SPORTS

TUESDAY

MEN'S HOOPS

Tuesday
al Ball Stale, 7 p.m.
Saturday
home vs. Toledo, ti p.m.

January 18,
2005

WOMEN'S HOOPS
Wednesday

www.bgnews.com/sports

home vs. Miami, 7 p.m.

Saturday

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

home vs. WMU, 3 p.m.

HOCKEY
hiday and Saturday
at Northern Michigan, 7:35 p.m.

SWIMMING
Friday
a! Marshall, 5 p.m.

Saturday
al Ohio, 1 p.m.

TRACK
Sunday
;n ihe lied Simmons Invite in
Ann Arbor, 10 a.m.

Men lose to Western, get
first conference loss of'05
By Adam Hritzak
SPORTS REPORTER

GYMNASTICS
Sunday
ai Central Michigan, 2 p.m.

Gymnastics
takes down
Ball State
for first win
By lessica Amelintj
SPOUTS REPORTER

ihe women? gymnastics team
earned their iirsi win of the
season, defeating Ball State
193.000-191.750 in a dual match
Sunday
I he leam made vasi Improvements on every event while
Improving their record to 1 -1.
"I have Id be very pleased at
this point ol the year and based
on what we did last week." said
BG head coach Dan Connelly.
"It's nice lo see us do more of
what we're capable of."
[he team started on the vault
where junior lessii ,i Guyer
posted the highest score for the
Falcons with a 9.775. she also
lied with lessica Surridge from
Hall Stale lor nun honors on the
vault Senior tri-captaln Breanne
Metzgei and freshman layme
Stambaugfi helped out the cause
with scores ol 9.625 and 9.600,
respectively
After the first rotation the
Falcons enjoyed a 525 lead over
the Cardinals,
[he uneven bars, which proved
to be a trouble spot for the team
last week, turned out to be the
Strongest rotation for BG Senior
tri-captaln Karl Elste posted a
team high and also meet high
GYMNASTICS. PAGE 12

The men's basketball team
suffered their first conference loss of the season in a
well-fought, physical game,
falling to visiting Western
Michigan.
Ihe Broncos (12-3,5-01 were
led by a game-high 20 points
from Levi Rost and fed off an
earlv nine-point lead as they
held off the Falcons (10-3, 4II 70-61 at Anderson Anna
Saturday.
"I give a lot of credit to Western
Michigan," said Falcons head
coach Dan Dakich. "We were
coming in here playing well
... I thought we had a really
good environment in here and
Western never flinched."
BG was unable to get in any
kind of rhythm offensively from
the Start The Falcons enured
the game as the top field goal
percentage team in the MAC
(51.8%). but Western played
tough defense and limited l«.
to 41% shooting from the field.
"1 thought that we didn't
knock in some of ihe looks that
we've knocked in (during the
season), and I give credit to
Western because their defense
has been verj lough to play
against," Dakich said.
The
Broncos
slowed
MAC three-point field goal
percentage leader lohn Kcimold
(52%), preventing him from
gelling open oil screens and
limiting his scoring production.
Kcimold made his only ihreepointer in ihe second half lo tie
the game at 51, hut could not
gel open late when the Falcons
needed his precision and
finished the game with 13
points.
"IWestern] did a good job
of finding lohn and knowing
where lohn was," Dakich said
Josh Almanson, ihe MAI's
leading scorer coming in to the
game at 184 PPG, led BGwith
lHpointson8nf l8shoo(ing,but
managed jusi three rebounds
and was forced to play outside

BG News File Photo
MOON MAN: BG point guard
Perrick Robinson had seven
points, four boards and five
assists in Saturday's game.

Moon
plays big
butBG
still falls
Matt Hawkins
SPOUTS REPORTED

Ashley Kuntz BGNem

GOING BASELINE: BG guard John Floyd takes the ball to the hoop against Western's Brian Snider Saturday.
The Falcons fell to the Broncos 70-61 in a battle ol the MAC's last two undefeated teams.
for much of the game due to
Westerns physical play
Western managed the game
well, staying .nop the Falcons
for most of the game, but the
Falcons would not go away
easffj and never trailed by more
than nine.
lit; look their first lead of the
game since 2-0 on a Perrick
Robinson basket to go up 40-39,
After a three-point play by Ben
Reed put the Broncos back up
two. Bti never regained die lead
from then on.
Robinson, a freshman point

guard, was a bright spot for
BG oil the bench, scoring a
career-high seven points with a
team-high five assists, to go with
four rebounds and two steals.
Reed scored 16 points for the
Broncos on i> of it) shooting
from the field and grabbed nine
rebounds.
Reed also was In the middle
ol a scuffle at die end of the
first half that involved several
players from both teams
pushing and shoving each
other as they made their waj to
the locker room. No ejections

or technical fouls were given to
anyone involved.
i enter Joe Reitzcameupbig
for the Broncos, pulling clown
lour offensive rebounds and
scoring 12 points.
Western played an all around
heller game statistically, as they
outrebounded BG 40-31, made
nine more free throws and hit
17.1
of their shots from die
floor.
the falcons play at Ball Stale
tonight at 7 p.m.. then face
arch-rival loledo in Anderson
Arena Saturday at 6 p.m.

Women's hoops takes OT win in Toledo
By Danielle Tanner
SPODIS REPORTER

•

A hostile crowd at the University
of Toledo's Savage Mall wasn'l
enough lo slop the Bowling
(Ireen women's basketball team
from leaving the arena with a
69-66 overtime will against the
school's biggest rlVBl on Saturday
night
loledo won the tip, but ii was
lid's Ii/ llonegger who opened
scoring for Ixiili teams.
Bodi squads battled back and
forth with Toledo taking control
of the offense midway through
the second half.
The Rockets went on a
13-0 scoring run to take a
commanding 14 point lead, but
the Falcons answered back with
a 7-0 run and went to the locker
mom trailing 28-23.
Both teams had trouble
getting the ball to their
leading scorers during the first
half, but remedied the problem
in the second half. UT's Karin
I loogendam and BG's Ali Mann
were both held to just three
points in the first half. Mann
fouled out of the game with 22
points and Hoogendam ended
up with a game-high 23.
The BG defense came out
strong in the second half,
forcing loledo to garner most of
their points from the free throwline. The Rocket held on tightly
to their lead as the Falcons tried
to get back into the game.
With 7:38 left in the game and
BG trailing by eight, a foul by BG
head coach Curt Miller seemed

lo be just what the team needed
to get fired up for a comeback.
llonegger drained a huge
three and Mann and Kale Achter
combined for seven points to tie
Ihe game at 52 with just under
four minutes to play.
Ali Mann came up big for the
falcons late in the half with several point in the paint, including
a three point play widi three
minutes on die clock.
Toledo wasn't about to lose
quietly. The Rockets fought back
and trailed by one with 1:59 on
the clock.
Casey McDowell
came up widi a big three to
put the Falcons ahead 60-56.
Two free throws by Toledo's
Savannah Werner and a layup
by Olivia Terry with six seconds
left tied the game at 60 and sent
Ihe game into a five minute
overtime period.
I lonegger scored in the paint
to put BG up two before Toledo's
Danielle Bishop tied the game
with two free throws. With three
minutes to play, Mann fouled
out, causing an eruption of
cheers from die Rockets' bench.
Hoogendam and Bishop
combined for four points, giving
Toledo a 66-62 lead.
llonegger came up big from
beyond the arc to put BG within
one point. With one minute
left in the period, Tene 1-ewis
stepped in the passing lane for
a spectacular steal which she
converted into a breakaway
layup for the Falcons. Achter
clinched the win for BG with a
jumper in the lane.

"Overall. I can't be more
pleased widi the effort al the
defensive end during the set
ond half and overtime,' Miller
said. "Winning close games is
what it's all about in the MAC."
Toledo bead coach Mark
Ehlen gave credit to BGs offensive powers, but was also proud
ol his young team.
"llonegger
and
Mann
second half were great and that's
why they won. IMannl fouls
out and our team's jumping up
and down like they won the
daggone championship. Our
freshmen did some freshmen
things. Turnovers really hurt
us because they turned into
generating points for Bowling
Green," Ehlen said.
The win was BG's second
consecutive victory on the road
against Toledo. It had been
sixteen years since BG had won
back lo back games at Savage
Hall.
The excitement of the
rivalry was not lost on any of die
BG players, especially Achter, a
freshman and clutch player in
the game.
"I knew dlis rivalry was going
to be very intense," Achter
said. "When Ali fouled out, we
needed someone to step up."
Saturday's win puts Bowling
Green on top of the MAC West
Division alone with Western
Michigan.
The Falcons will attempt
to carry on their winning
ways against Miami (Oil) on
Wednesday, lanuary 19.

The Bowling Green men's
basketball team may have tost
their first conference game of ihe
season, but never has the "moon"
been so bright.
BG freshman point guard
Perrick "Moon" Robinson, the
smallest guy on the court at T>'1)."
lit up Anderson Arena with a
career-high seven points and five
assists in the falcons 70-61 loss
to Wester n Michigan on Saturday.
Robinson also had two steals and
grabbed four rebounds while
shooting 3 of 4 from the field.
"I thought (Robinson) was
really good," BG head coach Dan
Dakich said. "Moon came in the
game and gave us a big lift. For
a freshman playing in Uiat game
. ..he did a very good job."
Ii was a match up of the lop
two teams in die Mid-American
Conference and the first time the
Falcons have faced die defendMOON. PAGE 12

BGduo
does in
Rockets
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EOiIOR

BG Haws File Photo

GET 'ER DONE: BG forward Ali Mann looks for someone to get open
against Eastern Michigan last week. Mann and teammate Liz Honegger
led BG to a 69-66 overtime win over Toledo Saturday.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Ii was not surprising to see who
the two leading scores were for
die Bowling Green women's
basketball team in their 69-66
win over loledo Saturday
As usual, the Falcons got stellar
performances from forwards Liz
I lonegger and Ali Mann.
Mann led the way for the
Falcons, scoring 22 points and
pulling down seven boards while
Honegger was right behind her
with 19 points and six boards.
But it wasn't easy going In the
first half for the two, who only
managed a combined 12 points
and five rebounds.
"You've got to stop those two,"
ITT head coach Mark Ehlen said.
"We did ill Ihe first half and didn't
in the second half: And that's why
we lost.
Mann was a non factor for
most of the first half, as she
collected two fouls in the first
2:31 of the game.
She was held to three points in
the first half, hut it was a much
different story when she got
going in the second half with the
game on the line.
' Al one point, Mann scored
nine of the Falcons' 11 points,
the last three of which gave BG a
57 54 lead.
"Sometimes ii lakes one persontogei everyone going,1 Mann
DUO, PAGE 12
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Falcons hold on
for win over BSU
GYMNASTICS. FROM PAGE il
score of 9.800 on the ban, lunior
lessica Bradlej posted a
which was good enough for a tie
for second place
i lie i.ilicms competed mi the
precarious balance beam in the
third rotation, Ihe team simply
had in hold oiiiu some ol theli
.800 lead during this rotadoa
is they would finish on their
strongest event the floor,
Sophomore Bethanj Kenel
posted a team high score of9.775
which was also good enough for
a lirst place tie on the balance
beam. Senior tri-captains Kristin
DePietro and Metzger both
scored 9.675 on this event
i Me I ak mis went into the
final rotation, the floor routine,

with a lead ol just 250, Guyer
turned in the highest-scoring
performance of the day, posting a score of 9.850. DePietro
and
freshman
facquelyn
Bemhardt also had high-Hying
performances scoring 9.750 and
9.725, respectively
Surridge from Ball State won
the individual all-around with
,i score ol 38.975. DiPietro was
the highest Falcon finisher, placing third with a score of 38.625.
Metzgei was right behind her,
placing fourth with 38300,1 wart,
(.liver. Kenel and Bemhardt also
plai'iil in ihi'lop leu.
This win gives the team a 1-0
record In the MAC Next week
the Falcons will travel to Central
Michigan for another tough MAC
match-up

Mann leads BG to
win over rival UT
DUO. FROM PAGE 11
said. "Wfe started climbing back,
point by point, and then we got
the lead and started playing a lot
harder in the second half."
Mann played the entire
second half without a foul hut
when overtime rolled around, the
sophomores luck ran out.
She collected two fouls in 30
sen mils and with 230 left in
overtime, she found hersell on
the bench,
For the Rockets, that seemed
like good news
She fouled out and the team
Started lumping up and down
like we won the daggone national
championship" Ehlensaid.
Ehlen was not happy with this
because his team was nursing a
one-point lead and had already
seen a I I point first half and ,i
nine-point second hall lead
vanish.
For tne Falcons, it was time to
Bnd a way to score without Mann
in die game.
T think it was a question of
what plays to run because we
were going to Ali." 13(1 head
coach Curt Miller said. "It was
the defense that won the game

for us."
It was actually a combination
of some good offense and great
defense that lead BG to die win.
The Rockets took their
momentum from Mann fouling
out to take a 66-62 lead with 1:44
left.
It was time for die second half
of the BG duo to take matters
into her hands. With 1:17 left,
llonegger found herself wide
open from the left wing and
made the good offensive play the
Falcons needed by hitting a three
to widdle UT's lead to one.
It was then time for the big
defensive play just 15 seconds
later when point guard Tene
I ew is stepped into a passing lane
and took the ball to the rack to
give lit, a 67-66 lead they would
not relinquish,
"ilia! was huge." Miller said.
"We were down lour, and we hit
a big relocation three with Liz
Honegger.
I hen you step in the passing
lane, and just like that the lead
is gone."
llonegger. Mann and the rest
ul the Falcons will be in action
this Wednesday when they lake
on Miami at Anderson Arena.

Ridge Manor Apartments
2 Bedroom Townhouses

Eagles ready to win NFC title
By Rob Maaddi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Philadelphia liagles didn't
pop open any champagne
bottles and hardly celebrated
their latest playoff victory.
After losing the last three NFC
championship games, they
wort! lie partying until they get
to a Super Bowl. Neither will
their fans, who are used to heartbreaking losses Ibis time of year.
"We're not happy about winning this game,'' wide receive!
Gteg lewis said after Sunday's
27-14 victory over Minnesota
sent the Eagles to their fourth
consecutive NFC title game. "We
want to win the next game and
the next game. That's what we're
looking forward to."
fhe Eagles (14-31 host Atlanta
(12-51 next Sunday — die first
time a team has hosted three
straight conference championships. It's a rematch of a secondround playoff game two years
ago won 20-6 by Philadelphia.
Some players are using the
last three championship games
as motivation, Eagles coach
Andy lieid prefers to focus on
the matchup against the I alums
instead of recalling the losses ,n
home to Carolina and Tampa
Ba) and in St. Louis in 2002.
"Every team is a new team,"
he said yesterday, "I don't think
you use as much of the past
as people Ulink. We understand
the intensity of the game. Were
going to come out and play our
best game That's what you strive
for."
The Eagles hue been here
before, home favorites against a
team from a city with a wanner
climate that has trouble winning
on the mad, especially in cold
weather.
Only a victory against the
Falcons can ease the memories of the past playoff failures,
Meanwhile, the level of anxiety
in Phiiiy will be off the charts this
week, considering how often
teams — and horres, remember
Smarty limes — choke around
here. This championshipstarved dty hasn't celebrated

Miles Kennedy APPtwto

GAME TIME: Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb celebrates a touchdown against the Vikings
earlier this year. McNabb and the Eagles want nothing less than a Super Bowl win this year.
a winner since the 7fiers won
the NBA title in 1983, and hasn't
seen an Ml. title since I960.
With the Sleelers hosting New
England in the AFC championship game, it could be even
more embarrassing for Eagles
fans if Pittsburgh was the only
Pennsylvania representative It)
the Super Howl.
"Ihe last few years have lelt
a bad taste in our mouth," Pro
Ikiwimiddlelinebackerlercmiah
Trotter said. "We know what is at
stake now. We are a better team
now than we were the last three
years,'
'file Eagles silenced some of
their critics with an easy win
over the Vikings that wasn't as
dose .is the Una! so ire Indicated,
They weren't rusty, even though
some starters hadn't played in
foul weeks. Philly also proved it
can Win without All-Pro receiver
lerrell <Ivvciis, out with an ankle

injury.
"TO. only made us better,"
comerback Sheldon Brown said
Hi ve been in this situation tm
three years now. He onrj made
us better, so the team is still a
good football team.'
Atlanta presents a more formidable challenge than the
Vikings. Pro Howl quarterback
Michael Vide leads an offense
that gained Ml yards on the
ground in Saturday's 47-17 rout
oi si Louis, Running backs
U.iniik Dunn and T.I. Duckcii
give the falcons a solid one-two
punch in the hackliiid. keeping
defenses off-balance.
" Ihcvicthc best running unit
in the league,'' Ml Pro safer)
Brian Hawkins said, i hej re
doing a good job mixing in small
passes even once in a while.
They have a good defense and
they're doing a good job with
ball control, so we're going to

have our hands lull. cs|ieciall\
with their quarterback."
Though the Eagles had
no trouble keeping Dannie
Culpepper in the pocket. Vick
dearly is the most dangerous
running Qlt in the league. Vide
had 119 yards rushing against
the Hams, a playoff record for a
quarterback,
"Daunts is fast Inn this guy
isi.istei and more elusive," Heid
said 'Dannie will knock you out.
while this guv will run around
you. i hev have different styles."
fhe Eagles go in relatively
healthy except for (hvens, who
has an i Hitsiile chance at playing
in the Super Howl if his team
males get there. Right tackle Ion
Hum an sprained knee ligaments
in the final minutes against the
* ikmgs. but Heid expects him to
plav. Linebacker M.iikSiinoncau
lanklel might return this week
after missing one game

BG atmosphere new to Robinson
MOON, FROM PAGE 11
ing MAC Champion Broncos
this season. Hohinson said the
intensity and atmosphere
was something he hadn't
"experienced vet this season.
"In none of the games had I
had this type of atmosphere,"
Hohinson said. "So today was
a change for me, because I've
never played in a game ol this
magnitude.''

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished

Starling at $570

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Apparently Robinson can
handle the pressure,
Aftci BG starling point guard
John Floyd picked up two eattj
fouls in the first half, Robinson
was needed to play some
extended minutes and even
started the second half. Mis
intensity on both ends of the
Boot was evident and he provided the energy needed to ignite
the falcons with his quick passes
mid explosive drives to the hoop.

His lay-up with 1536 left to go in
the game gave the Falcons a III39 advantage, which was their
only lead ol the game.
Robinson also played a total of
19 minutes, which is the longest
he's played in a game so far in his
early careei
During the first 1_' games
of tin1 season, Robinson bad
only scored 10 points combined On -I of II shooting. In
fact, Hohinson hadn't even

si ored since the Falcons loss at
Oakland on December 30. He
nearly matched Ills point total of
me season on Saturday
"I haven't been doing good
this season and I believe that
ill scouting a lot of teams watch
film of me and have seen that
I haven't been doing much.
Robinson Said."It just gave me a
good opportunity today to step
Up and do What I could do to
help the learn win."

STUDENT TICKET PICKUP!

Falcon Basketball &
DOUBLE HEADER SATURDAY
BGSU WOMEN vs. W. MICHIGAN
3:00 P.M.
ANDERSON ARENA

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

BGSU MEN vs. TOLEDO
6:00 P.M.
ANDERSON ARENA
W

€:SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

*S

A tolal of 1,400 student tickets for this week's BGSU/Toledo game
will be available starting today at 9 a.m. at the BGSU athletic ticket
office at Anderson Arena.

Students with a valid BGSU ID can pick up one ticket for the game.
The ticket office will be open until 5 p.m. each day. Students must
show their ticket and a valid BGSU ID the day of the game for admission
to both games.
The first 500 students at the double header will receive a FREE Falcon
basketball t-shirt courtesy of SBX. T- Shirts will be given out at
the women's game and continue until all t-shirts are gone!

Bowum
GREEN

«*%

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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WELCOME TO THE FIRST EDITION
Welcome everyone to the first edition of the
newest section to The BG News. It is here
that you will get the latest news on all of the
club sports that BGSU has to offer. Within this
section you will also be able to find out the all
the scores from every club sport, read profiles on
top athletes, and most important, learn about
new sports. Sit back, relax and most importantly
have fun in The Clubhouse.

I The BG News |
Classified
Ads

fSjJBHOUSE

SPRING 2005 LADIES RUGBY SCHEDULE

Ruggers do it again

We know that there is plenty of time before the Lady Ruggers start
their season, but we thought we would give you plenty of time to plan
ahead. Be sure to come out and support the Lady Ruggers as they
continue their quest to the national championship. Their home field
is located off Poe Road.
Date
Oppenent
Location
March 19
March25
April 2-3
April 9
April 16-17
April 23

University of Dayton
Ohio State
NashBash Tourney
Scioto Valley
Nationals Sweet 16
Univ. of Kentucky
National
Championship

April 30-May 1

Bowling Green
Columbus, Ohio
Nashville, Tenn
Bowling Green
Gainesville, Fla
Bowling Green
Stanford, CA

The Talking Heads
Members of the Women's
Rugby learn sat down and
told us what theirfravorite
aspect of Rugby is.

Brooke McCleary
Position: Prop
"Beating the crap out
of other girls."

Chris Fenzel
Position: Lock
"77te adrenaline rush.'

Lauryn Wolfe

Cindy Monyak
Position: Wing
"Connecting the
bruises."

Position: Outside Center

"I get to do whatever I
want...Gosh"

Apply to be a summer

Orientation Leader
/Applications available online from
January 21rt - 4 p.m. February 4"1:

www.bgsu.edu/0ffices/sa/0re9/leaders
Information
1/24 7-8 p.m.
1/25 7-8 p.m.
1/26 7-8 p.m.

Sessions:
HTSUM4
BTSU316
BTSU3I5

fentatfon and
first year programs

Welcome to the

Chinese flew yeat
Celebration Patfyl
This will be the Rooster year in Chinese
lunar calendar! Come to have fun and
know more about the Chinese culture!
WHEN: Sunday, January 30th, 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
WHERE: Room 202 (the Grand Ballroom) in the BowenThompson Student Union
WHAT WE WILL HAVE:
- Excellent Performances (Chinese singing, dancing, and etc..
- Authentic Chinese dinner (10 Delicious Chinese Dishes)
- Games and Raffling for Chinese Artifacts
TICKETS: Tickets will cost S8.00 per person.
Tickets will be sold in the main lobby of the Student Union!
Tickets will be available:
Tuesday, January 18th, 11:00am - 3:30pm
Wednesday, January 19th, 11:00am - 3:30pm
Thursday, January 20th, 11:00am - 3:30pm
Friday, January 21st, 11:00am - 3:30pm
Monday, January 24th, 11:00am - 3:30pm
Tuesday, January 25th, 11:00am - 3:30pm

T^l

SmVouTUl

,

By Matt Riddle

better," Sophomore Liz Mantel

SPORTS RfPOR.tf.lt

said

Editors Note: Any gbis Interested
In joining the Mini am contact
Amanda driest at grtesta@bgnet
bgsn.edu

Who would have thought the ' The lady Ruggers have a lot
tion to deal with
Bowling Green Falcons would he of preparaplaying for a national champion- because
ship? No, not in football or bas- they will
be playketball, but women's rugby.
Rugby is not a very publicized ing tougher
sport Cor women, but pack cap- competition.
tain" Amanda driest said: "We
"We will be
all played sports in high school. training in the
We've played everything else, and field house, as
soon as the new semeseveryone on the team is cool."
For the Lady Ruggers, their ter begins, focusing on
athletic ability and love for their conditioning and skills until
teammates makes them a suc- the weather permits us to praccessful team. This is the second tice outside," Fenzel said.
Since the Lady Ruggers have
consecutive year this aggressive
and dominant rugby team will had so much success this year,
travel to the national tournament the) have moved up to Div. l.The
and only the third time In school "National Sweet Sixteen" tournament starts in Florida, April
history.
Women's rugby was estab- 16-17. If the lady Ruggers are
lished al Bowling Green in 1978, victorious in these games
but this year's team could lie the they will receive a bid
best ever. The lady Ruggers had to play in the National
in
an undefeated regular season, Championship
moved up to Div. I and broke sin
California late April.
Mantel and the girls have
gle season records,
I lie Lady Ruggers are led by <. cry high moral going into
Christine Fenzel. the team's pres- the tournament.
"It will be a new experiident, she credits the team's sucence for us, but we stepped
cess to their team work.
"There is no weak position on up the whole year and I think
our team, and we are a self-suf- were ready," Mantel said.
GriesI said the team
ficient team relying on each other
and even coaching;'' I enzd said. plays like a family and it is
This makes the team unique and verj evident when talkdifferent because the leadership ing to the girls.
"Not only do we pracroles on the team are players and
tice together, we hang
not an experienced coach.
"New players and old stepped out together," Griest said.
"We're like a family. No
up and gave one ol the best sea
sons in school history." Fenzel matter what the outcome
said. To conclude the season, the will be in April, the Lady
lady Ruggers played their archri- Ruggers of 2004-2005
val. The Ohio State Buckeyes. The will K" down in Bowling
Lady Ruggers ended up losing Green history."
the game in the final seconds,
but will look to use this loss as
momentum for the upcoming
Photo Illustration by Ben Swanger
tournament.
IN AIR: Members of the Womens Rugby team hoist their
"It was the first loss in the seateamate in to the air in order to catch the ball during a
son and its motivated us to be
line out.

372-6977
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Travel

»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica. Acapulco. Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices1 Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummerrours.com
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days S2991 Includes Meals. Parties
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
World. Road Rules. Bachelor!
Award Winning Company!
SpnngBroakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2005 with STS. Amenca*s #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts. Info/Reservations 1 -800-648
4849. www.stsiraYel.com,
Spring Break Specials' Panama City
& Daylona 7 Nights. 6 Free Parties
S159! Cancun, Jamaica. Acapulco,
Nassau S499 Including Air! Bahamas Cruise $299' SprmgBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

Services Offered

GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 click!
http://www.bookhq.com
Post-abortion counseling
Free & Conlidential
BG Pregnancy Center 354-4673

Personals

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
CO-REC INNERTUBE
WATER-POLO - JAN 26
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL
JAN. 24
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 4PLAYER
FLAG FOOTBALL - JAN. 25
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S BASKETBALL
JAN. 19
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S S CO-REC
BASKETBALL-JAN. 18

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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For Sale

Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

/}HANGING

brought to you by
Female sublsr needed for 1 bdrm.m
4 bdrm. apt. Sterling Apts. $326 mo.
♦ util Furn.. own bdrm. Avail immed
thru begin of Aug. 440-382-1631
Subleaser needed. 2 bedroom
$475 month plus elec. & gas.
419-308-4927.

'BARTENDING1 $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
A great pt job S100-$200 weekly.
Set your own hrs. 5-10 hrs./wk. Call
1-888-455-6838. bg@papania.ws
Customer Sales/Service
Back to School
Openings
Great (or students. $12 25 base/
appt., Ilex sched. around classes/
other job. AH ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134.

■ Naodod for the

Nichols Therapy Pool. Monday &
Wednesday daytime hours available
Salary $8.25 per hour Must hold a
Lifeguard Certification from the
American Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis
& Associates. Application packet
may be obtained from Wood County
Board of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd., Bowling Green. Ent. B.
Mon.-Fn. 8:00am-4:30pm. EOE.
Need Money For Spring Break?
NOW HIRING!!
• S10 - $15 PER HOUR + BONUS '
" Fun Work and Good Money "
Only 15 Mm. Away in Perrysburg
Part Time & Full Time Positions
" Work at Night After Class "
M-F 4-9 PM & Sat Morning. Phone
Sales Positions-No Exp NecessaryPaid Training CALL TODAY!! Call
Kns
874-3575-TruGreen
ChemLawn -12401 Eckel Rd.
43551
Personfs, to work with 14 yr. old autistic in my Oregon. Oh home. 3pm9pm. Wed. & Fit, & 8am-8pm every
other weekend. Call 419-693-7869
after 5pm
START IMMEDIATELY
HELP WANTED' Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
otter llexible hours - will work
around your
schedule-morning,
afternoon, and
evening shirts
available.
Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6/hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs./wk. Pick-up an application at
our office Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Clough St.. Bowling
Green. OH 43402. 419-354-2844.
Toledo com is a web design &
ecommerce company. We are looking for interns & part time developers. You must have a strong understanding ol Dreamweaver and/ or
strong Photoshop design skill & be
able to show us work you have done
m the past to qualify for this job. For
details
please
see
http://www.toledo.
com/webservices/jobs/ for details.
Caregiver needed ASAP. My home
afternoons. Own trans. References.
419-373-0213.
Transportation for visually impaired
person attending BGSU this semester, from Findlay. Willing to pay
Sl5/day. 419-420-9065.
mlp.abba@earthlink.net

WMhovH

tour-Was

Financial

NtworV Now Hiring Assistant Financial Advisor Applicant should be
interested in becoming a Financial
Advrsor. Duties Include; Stock/ Mutual fund research, Client mailings.
Client
and
Prospect
calling.
Computer operations. Analyzing
portfolios. Preparing presentations
Wages: Flexible. Contact: Aaron at
419-861-9838
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20" 100 spoke rlmt w/ tires:
$1200 obo, 6" drop down TV w/
DVD player: $250 obo. A tot more
car stuff.
Call Shawn S773-368-4272.

For Rent

'"Filling up lor 05-06 s y. Lg houses
& apts Avail, still, renting NOW. all
next to campus. 926. 1030 E. Wooster S 916 3rd St & 303 E Merry, 56 bedrms. Can rent up to 7-8 sludts.
146 S. College. 309 E. Merry & 307
1/2 Reed St -3 bed, for up to 5-6
sludts. Smaller *-1 & 2 bedrm. houses & apts. Also 729 4th St. 4
bedrms.. AC
w/d. great shape=3 UNrelated Lg. 1
bedrm. NOW $450 mo. Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm. Listing avail
24/7 at 316 E Merry #3.
2 bdrm. unfum. apt. 1/2 block Irom
campus S625 mo. ind. elec & gas
1 yr. lease. Avail. 5/15/05. Dep. req.
Call 419-686-4700.
2 houses. 3 bdrms. each. Avail. Aug
15. 1-2 bdrm.. partially furn apt
avail. June 1st Call 419-352-4773,
419-265-1061.
3 bdrm. plus A/C. W/D. garage.
2 blocks Irom campus. Avail. May
734-789-8477
426 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm. apt.
Avail. 8/05. $900/ mo UTIL'S INCL.
352-5882
437 N. Enterprise, 2 bdrm. house
Available 8/05. $750/ mo.
352-5882
Avail. May. 4 bedrm. 640 S. Summit
St. Call for details. 419-308-9905,
leave message.
BG Apis-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house lor
2005-06 school year, starting in
May. W/D. central air. 606 Clough.
$990 mo & util. 419-654-9512
Highland Management
The Highlands-1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
Starting at $395.
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Gas heat
Starting at S520.
130 E. Washington Si.
419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

'

"

■

1
■

HOUSES HOUSES
May 2005 Lease
3 Bedroom Houses
239 A Manville-$650/mo.
849 B Sixth St.-$750/mo.
4 Bedroom House
815 Third SI. $1200/mo.
August 2005 Lease
4 Bedroom Houses
249Manville-$1200/mo.
239Manville$1200/mo.
1 Bedroom Duplex
849 Sixth St.-$325/mo
Frobose Rentals 919 Melrose.
Bowling Green. OH 419-352-9392.
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Undergrads -704 5th St
9 or 12 mo. lease. 2 bdrm. turn.
shutttle stop
Seniors & Grads -710 7th St
1 yr lease, 2 bdrm. unturn. heat pd
Grad Students - 601 3rd St.
1 bdrm. (urn.
Quiet building
419-352-3445
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12
13
18
23
24
25

'
1

Something (or Everyone

1

B

■\

Male has .' lurn rooms loi renl in
BG lor a clean, neat, & resp.
person.
Freedom ot house. $200 deposit,
$250/mo Call 419-354-6117.
Renters Needed) 4 bdrms..
Beautilul new home. Great location
$1300/ mo May to May lease.
Call 419-260-9334
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ACROSS
1
6
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
30
32
33
35
39
40
42
43

Attempt to disprove
Schwarz (toy store)
News medium
Olds model
LBJ follower
Surgeon's cutter
Sunday text
Retract one's words
Shatner novel" War"
Annoy
Mulls over
Port on the Ob
Self-centered individual
Slight breeze
Actor Zimbaltst
Indy-winner Luyendyk
Four-letter swear word?
Capital of Bangladesh
Physician's pellet
Hollow tubes
Type of exam
Scottish dagger

27
28
29
31
34
36

Fully absorbed
Other
Flyer's bill?
WWW address
Hoyden
Pond denizens
Latin lesson word
Working in a mess?
Went down
Big name in
dictionaries
Japanese immigrant
Approaches
Lovers' rendezvous
False charge
"_ the land..."
1965 Rolling Stones
hit
Word to add on to
17A. 63A, 10Dand
24D
Nukes
Composer Satie
Carpet feature
Banjo feature
Bounty rival
St, Louis landmark

Presidential bill-killer
USC rival
U-boat detector
Whip strokes
Not consistent
Move along laterally
Elements of a strategy
Caribbean or Coral
Little white lie
Home web site?
Lincoln's eighty
Unifying idea
La __, Bolivia
Destiny
Sen. Kefauver
Actress Joanne
Clio aspirant

45
46
47
49
51
54
56
58
59
62
63
66
67
68
'69
70
71

ANSWERS
N
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V
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Subleasers needed now & until
May.
Only $240 mo. plus utilities
419-5750802
(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available tor 2005
Monthly, Semester & Year Long
Leases Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities S 25" TV Call 419-352-1520.
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1 616 E. Wooster • (419)-354-2244

IM(\

Book a hair or nail appointment with us and receive
more. Expires 5/31/05 limit one per customer.

For Rent

For Rent

Subleaser needed. Nice 2 bdrm
house, garage, back yard. Feb.Aug., S600/mo. 419-494-3156.

Needs subleaser, 1 to 3 ppl to take
over lease until Aug. 15, with option
to renew. 2 bdrm.. 1 bath on comer
of Wooster & Mercer. Haven House
next to campus. Newly remodeled,
W & D included S555/mo . utilities
Contact Kyle 419-409-1466

Avail, now for quiet faculty/grad stdt.
No smoking/pets. BG Nat'l. Historic
Reg. Bay window w/ stained glass.
2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, bsmt.. Ivg. rm..
dm, rm.. kit.. WD, stove, refng
419-261-2038.

Very nice, gr loc., 3 to go. 2-5 bdrm
gas. air, d/w. w/d, pet possible. May
05. 353-2382

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$470!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio

Houses and Apis.
1 -3 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Otlice
or www.bgapartmen1s.com

MM

Must have good communication skills
& be mechanically inclined
Call Tues. 9/7 9-5 only

• Convenient on-site parking
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START IMMEDIATELY
$600/WK TO START

• Pets welcome
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CINEMA 5

20-30 people to work during
summer and fall months

• Laundry facilities

The Besl Seat In Town

fchtAiltGoodfn

College Tuition BONUS!

• Spacious kitchen
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DAYS INN
Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

Call or stop in
419-352-5211
1550 E. Wooster St.

Hi bVPSYlANI
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FREE HEAT

a" VARSITY
SQUARE
APARTMENTS
419-353-7715 t=}

419-893-4670
Sierra Industries
1545 Holland Rd., Suite C/D
Maumee

IL®(i®IM ^©^TTT®?
N / View our 2005/2006 availability
\S (Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)

419-353-2277
'—

163 South Mam Street
Bowling Green

— FRESH —

PRIME
Smoking
8 Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms
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The Homestead
For graduate students Great loft
apts. 1 bdrm & study & 2 bdrms
Vaulted ceiling, skylight, ceramic
tile, high efficiency heat, central air,
dishwasher, exhaust microwave.
Located downtown with extra
storage lockers & laundry on-site.
$575-S710»util.
Highland Management
130 E.Washington SI.
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Additional site to choose trom:
Liberty St.

37 Cabbage-like
vegetable
38 "Woe is me"
41 Fusing material
44 Observes
48 MoMA location
50 Seward's folly
51 Mississippi or Ohio
52 Trodden tracks
53 Group of eight
55 Honda rival
57 Some CA cops
59 Fill-in sheet
60 "My Friend "
61 Threesalad
64 Paddle's cousin
65 Philanderer

ECCA

SERVING

SINCE 1972

House, very close to campus
120BiddleSt.
419-422-2699.

'■

TEXTBOOKS-Buy/Sell/Trade
Get $S$- List unwanted books
WWW QUEUES COM

Help Wanted

LIFEGUARDS

1999 Chevy S10 extended cab,
75.500 mi. $9000 OBO
Call 419-270-7491

/IMES

\s

> / View pictures, map of locations,
\/
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

Register for the IPOD
give away
Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

^fJ&CA
Management Iin

WWW.MECCABG.COM

Congratulations to all that participated in the 2004 Pepsi Prize Machine.
Nine students won a chance to spend 1 minute in the Pepsi Prize
Machine in hopes of pulling out a variety of prizes.
PRIZE WINNERS
CHAS SHRAMCK!

x-Box

Jm

K&lV ft/RCY: X-Box. Pepsi Blanket. $50 gift certificate
Mexeuz/e BROW/: X-BOX, Pepsi Blanket, $50 gift certificate
OOMWfQl/e IV/U/AM&- X-Box, T-Shirt, $50 gift certificate
Oeeeie CHAMBCRUM: PI
, i -Shirt, Pepsi Blanket. $50 gift certificate
CRA/6 OCCXftMAJV.- X-Box,
irtiticate
mW
Joet rV/U/AMS: X Box,
hirt, $50 gift certificate
C/WDACe Ift/e: X-Box, T-Shirt
^0 gift certificate
Thank You for your participation. Pepsi Americas

